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The techniques and equipment used at the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) to achieve high
accuracy spectrophotometric measure ments are described and disc ussed. Th e emphasis at NPL has
always been on the determination of syste mati c components of error and their elimination or correc.
tion rather than on the attainment of mere precision , which is largely a matter of variance and resolu.
tion. The sc ales of regular tran smittance, diffus e transmittan ce, total transmittance of scattering
samples, regular refl ectance, diffu se reflectance, total reflectance and radiance factor are determined,
maintained, and made available in practical form to industry by combined use of a reference NPL
manual spectrophotom eter and commercial recordin g spectrophotometers.
The presentation will concentrate on tran s mittance measurements made with the reference instrument, which is des ign ed specifically to allow separate investigation of the various possible sources
of syste matic error, processes that are not practicable with commercial spectrophotometers. The
investigation of the linearity of the co mplete photoelectronic system has always been a key factor, and
double- aperture devices have been used consistently at NPL for over 40 years to monitor the performance of this instrument and its predecessors. Besides instrumentation, the procure ment of material
standard s of suitable quality is a major limitation of the art , and the types in use at NPL are described,
including th e recently developed Ceramic Colour Standards.
Key word s: High accuracy spectrophotometry ; photoelectronic linearity; reflectance; transmittance.

I. Introduction
Spectral measurements and techniques in the ultraviolet, visible and infrared regions of the electromagnetic spectrum fall into two general classes. The first
involves work aimed at elucidating the physics and
chemistry of the electronic, atomic, molecular and
phase states of the materials involved, and this is the
realn. of the spectroscopist. The second involves work
aimed at developing and using measurement techniques for ac~urate quantitative determinations of
such properties as emissivity, radiance and radiant
intensity of sources, tran smittance, reflectance and
radiance factor of passive materials , and responsivity
of detectors_ This is the realm of the radiometrist ,
photometrist and colorimetrist, but the techniques
used (spectroradiometry and spectrophotometry) are
of interest to scientists and technologists in many
fields and industries because of their general usefulness. Those who develop the art are a very small
minority compared with the users of the technique s
and instruments, and are found usually at standardising
laboratories and instrument manufacturers.
We may conveniently distin guish between spectroradiometry and spectrophotometry by means of a n
operational definition: spectroradiom etry is concerne d

with the spectral properties of sources and detector s,
whereas spectrophotometry is concerned with the
spectral properties of material specimens. The work
in these fields at the National Physical Laboratory
(NPL) is currently organized in two Sections along
just these lines : spectroradiometry forms part of the
work of the Quantitative Spectroscopy Section under
E. J. Gillham in Quantum Metrology Division , while
ultraviolet, visible and near infrare d spectrophotometry
forms part of the work of Colorimetry and Photometry
Section under myself in Metrology Centre. I regret
to say that at present there is no programme of work
at NPL on spectrofluorimetric standard s, a subject
still in its infancy but likely to become increasingly
important. However fluorescent materials are measured for reflectance or diffuse transmittance as part
of our spectrophotometric work, using either monochromatic illumination with broad-band detection or
alternatively broad-band illumination with monochromatic detection, and the excitation and emission
spectra can be distinguished from the reflected
or transmitted components. Historically, spectrophotometric standards work in the ultraviolet and
visible regions at NPL has always been closely integrated with colorimetry, and there is !l very sound
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necessary to explain just what the term "high accuracy" can mean in this subject. It can mean several
things: for instance one can distinguish between high
quality commercial instruments and lower quality
ones, and can say that by normal industrial and university laboratory criteria, high accuracy spectrophotometry is achieved when careful and competent
staff. are using a high quality instrument that is properly
servIced when needed by the manufacturer or his
agent. This approach may be embellished by
ownership of several different designs of good
quality instrument and the taking of an average
of results from them or even some weighted mean
where the weighting depends on inspiration, prejudic~
or perhaps experience of their past history of divergences from the mean. However, such an approach is
not acceptable for a standardising laboratory, or indeed
any laboratory that aspires to making a determination to a known absolute accuracy, for it smacks of the
"black box" approach which implicitlv assumes
th~t the manufacturers have somehow managed to
build absolute accuracy into the photometric scale of
the instrument or instruments. As it is well known
from interlaboratory comparisons that different instrument types (and even different specimens of the
same. type) give systematic discrepancies that are
expenmentally significant in terms of their reproduci~ility and precision [<1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9], it is clear that
It would be remarkable if even one instrument always
gave a correct result. Since certilin types of systematic
error are common to most instruments to some extent
it ~ould also be remarkable jf a mean result (or ~
weIghted mean) could exactly or even approximately
balance out the various sources of systematic error.
For the purposes of this Symposium we will take a
more rigorous meaning of the term "high accuracy
spectrophotometry_" We will make no assumptions
whatever about the validity of commercially manufactured equipment or about any calibration procedure
which has been attempted by the manufacturer.
We will question and test every aspect of the function
of optical components or instruments which are used
and we ~ill seek out, determine and correct for ever;
systematIc component of error which we can think
?f and discover, either in these component parts or
III the complete reference instrument such as is described later.
Random components of error make their presence
manifest in a rather obvious fashion, and most laboratories and text hooks are rather obsessed by them,
with repeated use of phrases such as "signal-to-noise
ratio" and similar concepts. Standardising laboratorIes
II. The General Nature of Errors and Accuracy should not be overconcerned with these problems,
in Spectrophotometry
but rather with the systematic components of error.
Random components of error are readily reduced by
Before considering in detail the methods of s pec- suitable statistical pooling of data from repeated runs,
trophotometry and the equipment used at NPL , it is whereas systematic errors are not. A standardising
laboratory can afford to and should make many
In orde r to ~d e q~ately d esc ri~e materials and e xperim ent a l proced ures, it was occasionall y
more observations than an industrial laboratory normalnecessary to Identify c omme rc ial product s by manufacture r s na me or label. In no in stances
ly would , and it usually becomes obvious as to how
does such identification imply endorse ment by th e Nation al Burea u of Standard s. n or does
it imply that the particular product or equipment is necessarily the best available f~r that
much reduction of variance by pooling is necessary.
purpose.
Again, I would point out that many laboratories are
Figures in brackets indicate the literature referenc es at the end of thi s paper.

reason for this: until relatively recently, the only users
of spectrophotometers who really needed limit-of-theart accuracy are those who use the instruments for
colorimetric purposes. It was no accident that the colorimetrist Hardy at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (M.LT.) set to work to design and develop the
first commercially manufactured automatic recording
spectrophotometer (The General Electric! instrument, ref. LIJ) immediately following the establishment of the C.LE. System of Colorimetry in 1931 and
its widespread adoption by divers industries. That
instrument remained unsurpassed for a great many
years.
High accuracy spectrophotometry is needed for
colorimetry because the chromaticity discrimination of
the normal human observer is so fine that only very
few of the instruments on the market can guarantee a
commensurate accuracy in the denved colour specification. It many be pertinent to note that the colour
industries generally use tristimulus filter colorime ters
for differential measurements on production samples
of known spectral profile, where speed and precision
is more critical than freedom from possible systematic
error, whereas spectrophotometers are used with tristimulus computation in cases where the spectral profile
is unknown or likely to be variable and in cases where
the highest absolute -accuracy is required in colour
specIfication. The development in recent years of
colorant formulation by instrumental colour matched
prediction systems f2, :W nearly always involves
spectrophotometers that are as accurate as are available on the commercial market and can be afforded
by the firm involved.
The largest class of usage of spectrophotometers is
by chemists, and except where their interests have
been colorimetric, their demands have usually been
f~r. convenience, reliability, reproducibility and preCISIOn rather than for accuracy, for their uses are often
diagnostic rather than critically quantitative. In cases
where they have used spectrophotometric methods for
determining concentrations, they have generally
worked relative to standardised solutions and have not
worried too much about the absolute accuracy of the
optical density (absorbance) scales of their instruments. However, this situation is changing, and an increasing number of chemical and clinical applications
are arising where high absolute accuracy is needed.
Of the contributors to this Symposium, R. Mavrodineanu is probably best qualified to deal with the se
matters, and I will not myself comment further.
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unduly concerned with the statistical treatment of
data, but this is not adequate to deal with the systematic errors that should be of most concern_
Excessive precision, arising from a combination of
high resolution and good repeatability, is probably.
a bad thing since it tends to beguile even experienced
staff into a false sense of security as to the real acc uracy achieved_ In the hands of inexpert staff the
situation is worse, because of the confusion between
the concepts of precision and accuracy that exists
in so many minds. Of course, we must bear in mind
that for many industrial purposes repeatability is
more important than absolute accuracy. At this
point we might note the difference between reproducibility and repeatability. Repeatability refers to the
ability of an instrument to duplicate a result with
a given sample presentation, and refers exclusively
to the properties of the instrument. Reproducibility
refers to the ability to duplicate a result when the
sample presentation is repeated from scratch on
different occasions i.e. , when it is cleaned or prepared
afresh, repositioned and realigned in the instrument.
Reproducibility therefore refers to the whole measurement procedure and covers effects arising both from
the instrument and the sample
In general, components of errors are seldom purely
random in nature or purely systematic, but tend to be
intermediate in nature or rather closer to one aspect
than the other. To assist in making this clear in
practical terms, I have set out in figure 1 a classification of the more important types of error found
in spectrophotometers in terms of their systematic
or random nature, and it is instructive also to include
for comparison the errors found in analogous instruSPt'CTROPHOTOMETER
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very complex systems, such as some of the more
sophisticated
double-beam automatic recording
spectrophotometers, which may have several interlinked servos and feedback loops. This is one of the
factors which has influenced us for decades at NPL
in having a reference high accuracy spectrophotometer
which is as simple as possible in fun ction, with as
little interaction as possible between its component
parts, so that each aspect of its function c an be separately investigated.
The term "high accuracy spectrophotometry"
refers to quite different magnitudes of probable error
when considering different types of measurement.
The simplest case is measurement of direct transmit;
larice i.e., with no scattered or diffused component of
flux included, and the lowest attainable error levels
are found here. The next least complicated case is
measurement of direct (or specular) reflectance, again
with no diffused o~ scattered component included, and
error levels almost as low can be achieved, the
additional errors arising from the necessary movement
of the optical system. Meas urement of radiance factor
introduces additional errors in the conditions of illumination and view · of the sample and uncertainties
in the reference white standard used. Measurement
of the total or of the diffused component of transmittance for scattering samples introduces the geometrical
errors of integrating spheres (see later) and rather
higher net error levels result, at least 0.2 percent in
absolute value. In fact for this type of measurement and
the remaining ones described below, the geometrical
errors found in practice in the conditions of illumination and view are such that the monochromators and
photoelectronic systems of good quality commercial
spectrophotometers are often adequate to ensure the
overall error level is not significantly increased.
Measurement of total or of diffuse components of
reflectance introduces not only the integrating sphere
errors, but also the uncertainties in the reference
white standards against which the samples are
measured. Attainment of an error level of 0.2 percent
in reflectance, while not impressive to a transmission
spectrophotometrist, nevertheless qualifies for the
term "high accuracy," because it cannot be attained
reliably by using even an expensive commercial
instrument in the usual way.
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FIGURE 1.

Classification of types of error found in spectrophotometers and colorimeters in relation to their random or systematic
nature.

ments i.e., photometers, colorimeters, and abridged
(filter) spectrophotometers. Some of these will be
discussed in detail in section IV. Some of the errors
which are partly systematic and partly random are
very difficult to deal with, and these manifest themselves as errors which are systematically present for an
unpredictable period and which then change to a
different systematic error for another unpredictable
period and so on. Such errors tend to be found III

Spectrophotometric Equipment at NPL

Spectrophotometric standards at NPL are derived
from measurements made on a specially constructed
manual instrument (nonautomatic and nonrecording)
known as the High Accuracy Spectrophotometer. This
is the reference instrument, described in section III.
A, and the performances of other instruments used
in standards work are checked relative to it. Until
about 25 years ago there were sometimes two and
sometimes three manual spectrophotometers at work,
these being used partly for establishing standards
and partly for providing a calibration service for
outside organizations. From then on the bulk of the
outside calibration work was handled by two auto-
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matic recording instruments, a General Electric
and a Cary Model 10, and there was eventually only
one manual instrument remaining, which became the
reference instrument. In recent years the recording
spectrophotometers mentioned above have been replaced by a Cary 14 and a Cary 14R with a number
of improvements and accessory units, some designed
and made at NPL, and these have now been interfaced
to a local computer in an advanced time-sharing data
handling system as described in section III. B.
In the spectrophotometric standards work at NPL
the principle of substitution is strictly adhered to.
This means that for double-beam instruments the
measurement on a sample is sandwiched between
measurements made on a reference standard ("Open"
reading for absolute transmittance), and the second
beam uses a comparison standard rather than a true
reference standard_
In addition to the instruments used in spectrophotometric standards work , there are nowadays
a number of other spectrophotometers at NPL, all
regular commercial models and used as tools in a number of research and development projects, particularly
by chemists. These are not instruments of the highest
calibre, and are not used with any serious intention of
obtaining accurate results, so we will not mention them
further_ One interesting exception concerns the work
of S_ C. Ellis and his colleagues in Radiation Science
Division. Here a Cary 16 and an Optica CF4 are used
to provide a calibration service in the dosimetry of
hard radiation, the change in optical density in a photochemical actinometer being the measured indication
of the previous irradiation [10]. The absolute accuracy
of the optical density scale of these instruments at
the appropriate UV and visible wavelength has been
determined using transfer standards measured
on our reference instrument described immediately
below. The transfer standards were in the form of
neutral density glass filters and cuvettes of accurately
known pathlength containing known concentrations
of pure potassium nitrate solution, so that this work
also amounts to a new determination of the molar
absorptivity of this material.

The principle of operation of the NPL reference
instrument is, and always has been, deliberately
simple. The layout is indicated in figure 2. A steady
source (chosen for stability and output in the spectral
region of interest) illuminates via the double-monochromator (chosen for aperture, freedom from stray
light, wavelength adjustability and reproducibility)
one of a pair of samples mounted on a two-position
kinematic carriage. The transmitted or reflected
light is collected over the required solid angle by suitable adjustable optics and assessed by a photoemissive
detector (chosen for responsivity, stability and low
dark current) which is dc coupled to a dc electrometer-input measuring system (chosen for high input
impedance, low offset current and good zero and
scaling stabilities). The single-beam principle is used
throughout, both in optics and in electronics. No
chopping or phase sensitive devices are used in the
optical-ohotoelectronic system, though they may be
used within electronic units such as stabilised dc
supplies or digital voltmeters.
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2. Layout of the NPL High Accuracy Spectrophotometer,
1966-1972. OM: double monochromator; WO: wavelength drum ;

FIGURE

S" S2, S3: entrance, inte rmediate and exit slits; CH: condenser
mirror housing; L" L" L,: alternative lamps for use in measure·
me nt or in wavelength calibration ; SC: s ample carriage; K:
operating knob for SC; T: baffle tube; S: integrating sphere with
central screen; OH : detector housin g, co ntaining a selected
EMI 9558Q photomultiplier P.

A. The NPL High Accuracy Spectrophotometer

The reference instrument for spectrophotometric
standards at NPL is currently being completely
rebuilt. The ins~!lnation has been developed and improved in a piece-wise fashion over a number of years,
first one portion being replaced or improved, then
another, as the art has advanced in different areas
at different times. In the earlier years much pioneer
work was done by Preston [11, 12], Donaldson [13,
14, 15] and Harding [16]. An important milestone was
in 1947 when a Hilger "Uvisir" (Miiller-Hilger) quartz
double-monochromator was introduced to supersede
the use of series pairs of Hilger constant deviation
prism monochromators, under the aegis of H. G_ W.
Harding, and from then to the present day one of
these Uvisir instruments has formed the "fixed"
portio~ of the optical system.

Electronics

This use of a dc single-beam technique for the
past 40 years at NPL may strike an outside observer
who has read the common text books in spectrophotometry and electronics as rather strange. The reason may
be summarised by saying that the various developments in double-beam, chopped or phase-sensitive
techniques have made their impact largely on the
problems of coping with source instability, and improving detectivity, signal-to-noise ratio and repeatability, so that more read-out resolution can be used
to obtain greater precision over a wider range of scanspeed, wavelength and waveband conditions. Signalto-noise problems are inherently more serious in
automatic scanning instruments because of the greater
rate of information output required to reveal the
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stability has , due to advances in electronics. Whereas
an operator used to monitor the lamp c urrent with
a precision vernier potentiome ter and galva nometer, and vary a trimming rheosta t accordin gly (whic h
controlled the c urrent s u ppli ed from massive ba nks
of lead-acid accumulators), nowadays the c urrent
through the lamp is automati cally stabilised to typically
a part in 10 5 o ver a 10 minute period by means of
one from a range of c us tom -built varia ble dc· powe r
s upplies de veloped s pecially fo r photome tric work
at NPL. A light output stability of about ± 1 part in
10 4 is routin el y ac hieved over a 10 minute p eriod.
F or near ultra viole t work · in the region 280 nm up·
wards, the preferred source is n owada ys a tun gsten·
halogen la mp , but we have not yet discovered a type
which is ideal in all res pects (but see section III. B).
Although the s tability should ideally be the sam e a s
DRSRSRSRD
with the conve ntional gas· filled la m p when run from
the sam e stabilizer , we have not bee n able in practice
wh ere D re prese nts a dark reading, R a r efere nce to achie ve the same stability of light out pu t during
reading (for absolute trans mitta nce work a n "ope n" mea sure me nts. For work a t shorter wavelengths the
reading) and S a sample reading. The required photo- de uterium arc has re pl aced the hydroge n a rc as the
metri c ratio is calculated initially as
prefe rred la mp, and although di scha rge lamps are
inh e re ntly far less stabl e tha n in oand esce nt fila ment
(5-15) / (R - lJ )
la mps, the type we use gi ves a stability of rathe r better
than 1 pa rt in 10 3 over a 10 minute period .
in term s of th e mean values S , R a nd D found , a nd a
The doubl e· monoc hro mator used u p to the present
line arity correction is sub sequ ently a ppli ed. Thi s is a MiiJler·Hilger in strum e nt of aperture 60 mm x 60
last is determine d at intervals , a nd always imm edi atel y mm . In eac h co mpone nt monoc hrom ator th ere is a
preceding and s ucceedin g any limit·of-th e-art deter· double pass through each of two 30° na tural quartz
minations , as described in section IV. A. Th e use of a prism s, a nd th e di spersions at all eigh t passes through
tim e-s ymmetrical se quence of observations is i m· suc h pri sms are additive . The slit mi crome te rs ope n
portant in reducin g th e influe nce of " drift " on th e the jaws symme trically in all three cases, and fi shtail
results. Apart from shot·n oise flu ctuations a nd other te mplets allow the slit height to be vari ed a t the en·
short term inst a bilities, slow vari ations (drifts) of out· trance a nd exit slits. A prism instrument is preferred
put are the main so urce of intrin sic photome tri c error
to a grating instrument fo r reduction of he terochro·
in this technique. Th e tim e·symm e tri cal se que nce
mati c stray light , and for both m anual and recordin g
will completely nullify th e effect of drift , provid ed the
type in strume nts used in stand ard s work a tru e doubledrift be at a co nsiste nt rate a nd in th e same se nse.
In practice the drift te nd s to be fairl y co nsiste nt , a nd monochrom ator is conside red manda tory.
The light e m e rgi ng from the exit slit e nters a large
approximate nullification of drift effects is wh at is
achieved with th e technique. Irregular drift cann ot be li ght·ti ght pho tome tric e nclos ure with matt blac k
allowed for. As will be see n in the descripti on of th e walls a nd meas urin g 1050 mm X 620 mm X 520 mm.
installation that follows , great a tte ntion has b ee n paid Thi s size of enclosure not only allows great freedom of
to r educing all possible sources of drift and instability. optical configuration, with adequate room for baffles
The source most favoured for visible region work and light traps, but also reduces the influ e nce of homo·
from 350 nm to 800 nm is a gas·filled lamp with chromatic stray light scattered or r eflecte d from optical
single vertical coil, and a stock of a suitable design components a nd reflec ted fro m a nd round th e e n·
of 12V 48W obsolete· pattern automobile headlamps closure. An extensive ra nge of optical be nch fittin gs
is used. The lamps are selected for freedom from and photometric compone nts can be de ployed to
filament distortion and striae in the bulb, su ch as would s uit almost any kind of s pectrophotome tric measure·
give rise to a seriously nonuniform irradiance in the me nt: direct tran smittance, diffuse tran smittance ,
field aperture of the monochromator. They are also total trans mitta nce, direct reflectance at almost any
aged and tested for stability prior to use in meas- angle, diffuse re flectance, total refl ectance , or radiance
urement, and a small proportion of these lamps are factor at almost a ny angles of illumination and view.
found to give rhythmic variation in output due to A kine matically designed sample c arriage enables the
slow thermal os cillations in the convection currents sample or samples to be moved to accurately deterin the gas filling : suc h lamps are rejected. The lamp mined position s by re mote control, these positions
is not simply held in a commercial fittin g (b ayonet being located by stops that can be clamped at any
or screw) but has soldered electrical connections to position on the guides. All components are mounted
eliminate contac t resistance. This type of source on a 2100 mm X 900 mm steel surface plate conforming
has not been improved for decades, but its operating to Grad e B of BS817 for long term stability.

shape of a profile. Howe ve r th ese techniqu es do
nothin g for absolute acc urac y, and th eir most sophi s ticate d employme nt in an advanced comme rcial recording instrument actually hinders attempts to determine
syste matic error s in th e photom etric values obtained
(see sec. IV). F or standard s work th ere is no point in
precision greatly exceeding the final accuracy that can
be ac hi e ved afte r correcting for known syste matic
errors, wh ereas in ordinary comm ercial in strum e nts
whe re th e syste mati c errors are som etim es rath er
serious, there is an advantage for many indu s trial
purposes in having a rather better level of precision
than can really b e justified.
The basic me asuring procedure is to take three
types of reading in a preferre d tim e se que nce of the
following c haracter:
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The photo detector in the enclosure is held in a lightproof housing with a sliding shutter covering a 50 mm
diameter port in a plate to which a 100 mm diameter
integrating sphere can be screwed. The integrating
sphere has two diametrically opposite portholes, the
entrance port being the smaller, and light cannot pass
directly from one to the other because of the presence
of a central disc-shaped screen. This particular sphere
is not used for measurements invoking integrating
sphere theory (such as diffuse or total transmittance
or diffuse or total reflectance) but is employed in direct
transmittance and direct reflectance measurements to
ensure that any movement of the beam or change in
its size or distribution at the detector region will have
no influence on the readings. This is important in
measuring samples that are of nonideal optical quality,
and the uniformity of the central screen is vital.
Until 1961 the photodetector used was a vacuum
photoemissive cell of a typ e specially developed for
accurate photometry, latterly Rank-Cintel Types VB39
or VB59 for good red response or VA39 with silica
window for ultraviolet response. The VB59 cell is still
currently the preferred detector used in white-light
photometry such as the determination of luminous
intensity or luminous flux of incandesce nt or discharge
lamps: present photomete r circuits are based on
the impedance converter developed by Jones [17J.
A succession of designs of dc electrometer amplifier
null-balance detector systems had bee n developed
over the years at NPL, especially by Preston [11],
Harding [16] and Crawford [18]. In 1960 I started work
on improving the photoelectronic system of Harding
that was then in use, and found suitable operating
conditions that would allow the EMI 9558 type of
photom ultiplier to be used in a linear fashion: un til
then photomultipliers were viewed askance by standards photometrists as being unstable and nonlinear

as compared with single-stage vacuum photoemissive
cells. At the same time, I developed two new designs
of electrometer photocell amplifier, one of which
(fig. 3) served for two years on the High Accuracy
Spec trophotometer gIvmg the best performance
achieved at NPL with the null-balance method, and
an accuracy of measurem e nt as good as the digital voltmeter system which superseded it. The other design
shown in figure 4 was invaluable in the investigation
on Time-Ratio Photometry (see sec. V).
In the null-balance method traditional at NPL, the
photocell amplifier has the task of detecting and displaying via a galvanometer spot deflection any change
of potential difference between A and B in figures 3
or 4. Potential drop across the selected anode load
resistor R is then balanced manually by means of a
potential difference obtained from a precision potentiometer to give a null-output indication. As the potentiometer can easily have a stability and linearity
in its dial-output relationship of order 1 part in a
million, and as the null-detector circuit itself is not
required to be very linear , there are no limitations on
systematic accuracy except for those imposed by the
intrinsic c haracteristics of the photodetector and its
circuit. For the photocell amplifiers shown in figures
3 and 4 the relevant performance parameters were:
input resistance approximately 10 14 n, zero stability
about 2 JL V per 10 minutes, the open reading being
up to 1.9 V.
The photode tector used nowadays is an EMI Type
9558Q photomultiplier with end-window 5-20 (trialkali) cathode. The best tube used is one of a group
specially selected by myself in terms of certain characteristics whos e importance became clear as a result
of unpublished researches into the use of photomultipliers for high accuracy work. The EHT supply used
has only 1m V of ripple, noise or transients, which is
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very important as th e gain of an eleven-stage ven e tian
blind type of photom ulti plier is proportional to the 7.7
exponent of the EHT voltage. The low frequency noi se
in the photomultiplier output relevant to our d e usage
conforms to the limitin g value given by Schottky's
Equation for shot-noise (allowing for th e appropriate
dynod e e nhan ce me nt factor of 1.3) while the dark
current is e quivale nt to a stray flux of about 3 X 10- 1:!
lumens of 2856 K Planckian radiation.
In 1963 digital voltmeters (DVM) became available
with elec trometer input c ircuits with input resistance
of order 1011 fl , offset c urre nts of order 10- 12 A,
10 /-tV sensitivity, scale le ngths of 20,000 or more
per range, linearity and stability commensurate with
the resolution limit and a usefu l c hoi ce of sampling
modes. The advent of th ese instrum e nts and their
satisfactory performance und er rigorous tests caused
me promptly to set aside the improved photoelectronic system I had introdu ced only 2 years before,
and the system has remain ed substantially unaltered
since. The prese nt system is no more accurate than
its predecessor but is quicker and more convenient
to use and hence improves staff productivity.
The voltages developed across an anode load resistor
(selected by PTFE wafer switch from a set with values
1 megohm, 3 megohm, 10 megohm , 30 megohm and
100 megohm) are measured by a Dynamco type 2020
or 2022 digital voltmeter. The coupling circuit sometimes used, figure 5, is of some interest as it incorporates a special compound filter to reduce low frequency
noise while allowing a reasonable slewing rate to avoid
lengthy waits for the potential c hange to become complete following interchange of photocurrent. A particular problem is that the potentiom etric digital voltmeter has, and requires for com mon mode rejection,
a twin-T mains frequency rejection filter with capacitors of value O.l/-tF and 0.2/-tF in its input circuit, while
we want to be able to use anode load resistors of
value up to 100 megohm s for certain high sensitivity
measurements. Th e sys te m would obviously be too
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5. Special filte r circuit for co upling a node of pholomultiplie r
to a digital voltm eter samplin g re pe titively at mains fre qu e ncy
(50 Hz). The photometric ranging using Sw 1 involves values of
R, to R , of lO"O to 10' 0 in ste ps of about 3, and RC = 0.02 s for
thi s firs t stage of low-pass filtering. Stage 2 is s imple low-pass,
with RC = 0.016 s for low values of load res istor, but tape red off
for high values to co mpe nsate for stray ca pacitance in the phototube circuit. Th e time constant of this stage can also be augm e nted
using Sw2. Stage 3 is simple low-pass, of RC = 0.018 s. Stage 4
is a twin-T network set to reject 34 Hz. S tage ~ is s imple low -pass,
of RC = 0.018 s. Stage 6 is a twin-T network set to reject 50 Hz.
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sluggish if we used the normal filter provided, but as
it can be switched out of circ uit, this gives us the
opportunity to provide our own external version.
As figure 5 shows, a combination of four cascaded
stages of R-C low-pass filterin g and two stages of
twin-T rejection filters tuned to 34 Hz and 50 Hz
respectively are employed. Figure 6 shows the frequency response measured for such a filter, and indicates how successful the approach is in allowing low
attenuation below about 5 Hz but a steep average
roll-off above about 10 Hz.
This special coupling circuit was developed for special investigations and allows sector discs to be used
validly over a range of speeds. A simpler coupling
circuit is used for everyday work when lOS fl resistors
are not used_ An alternative approach to the problem
has been devised by Samways [19], and this has been
used recently in spectroradiometric work at NPL.
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tions is performed on good quality recording spectrophotometers, and Cary 14 and Cary 14R instruments
10'
- K -:--:.,
20 dB
are used for these purposes. A detailed description
of the Cary 14 instrument would be out of place here
as it is a very well· known design and full details are
obtainable elsewhere [20]. It is particularly note10 f-----+---+-+_---'\\
~+_-+_____i 40
log scale
\
worthy among commercial instrumentation for the
', C
size, freedom from stray light , wavelength calibration
3
10
~'7~ 60
reproducibility and wide range of scan speeds of its
prism-grating double-monochromator. In fact it is our
experience that a wavelength value for a peak, trough
I 0 41----f-----t--+-------'
~ \tt-- - - t -'':l, 80
or emission line can be determined more accurately
with one of these recording instruments than with
our reference manual instrument, and this is undoubtedly due to the ability to scan and record continuously
and to the absence of stick·slip irregularities when
30
60
100
10
6
scanning at even the slowest speed (0.05 nm/s).
f (H Z) log scole
Accessories available include the direct reflection
FI GU RE 6. Trans mittance versus freque ncy cha racteri sti c of special
attachment and the Model 1411 sphere. The direct
filt er circuit (c urve A). Not e th e 120 dB rejecti on at the samplin g
reflection attachment uses the "V /W " opti cal arran gefre quency of the DVM. Curve B shows th e perform ance of a
ment after Strong [21] and invokes the use of a spe cisimple low·pass filter wh ose RC is set to 0.108 s to gi ve an equiv amen compartment that is unusually large by comlent effect at low frequencies « 5 Hz). Curve C shows the e ffect
produ ce d by the 4 casc aded stages of s impl e low-pass filt er prese nt
mercial standards. In view of my comments on th e
in the s pecial filt er circuit.
importan ce of having a large compartm e nt for the
Because of the large number of opti cal configurations sample and supplementary" optics in section III. A,
used to provide th e differe nt direction s and solid an gles it will come as no surprise to the re ader to learn that
of illumination and view and give differe nt s ize s of we use this compartment unit in preference to the
illuminated patch on the sample, it is impractical to normal one for all direct transmittance work as well ,
show diagrams of the m. Figure 2 shows a sim plified and that we have built a duplicate ourselves for the
indication of the optical arran ge ment used in measur- second instrum e nt. In addition we have a box extension
ing the direct trans mittan ce of a s mall filt er. Howe ver above the lid which allows rather lengthy items to be
som e of the points rai sed in secti on IV will give guid- measured a reasonable distance from either end , a
ance on devising the most s uitable optic al layout.
feature which has proved very useful when measuring
Th e NPL High Accuracy Spectrophotometer is the envelope transmittances of photometric standard
currently being rebuilt , and the double-monochro- lamps.
mator to be used is a Hilger D300 which uses a double
The Cary 1411 sphe re attachment is noteworthy
pass through a 60° Cornu prism of aperture about among commercial instrumentation in having a pair
55 mm X 55 mm in each monochromator section. A of screens inside , between the reflectance sample
yet larger photometric enclos ure meas urin g roughly and comparison ports and the detector port. This
1300 mm X 900 mm X 700 mm will be used, and the
means that the largest source of systematic error
sample carriage will employ a Schneeberger linear found in the majority of commercial integrating spheres
bearing as suggested by R. Mavrodineanu of NBS. The is taken care of, for without such screens the com photoelectronic system is not being altered for ultraponent of flux diffusely reflected directly to the deviolet and visible region work, but we are planning tector port is grossly overweighted relative to the
to add a synchronised detector chopped system for flux diffusely reflected in all other directions. The
near infrared work in the region 800 nm to 2600 nm.
unit is provided with supplementary deuterium and
This need arises because in 1967 Colorimetry and tungsten sources for broad-band irradiation of samples,
Photometry Section took over the re sponsibility for
and the result is that a total of 30 measuring modes
near infrared spectrophotometric standards (at up
(combinations of source , detector and geometry of
to 2600 nm) and until the present we have had no
illumination and view) are available with our Cary 14
independent means of verifying the accuracy of our
instrument and 32 modes with our Cary 14R. These
Cary 14 instrume nts in this region.
are set out in table 1.
A number of c hecks and determinations of various
At the present time it is not practicable to deterkinds of systematic error are routinely made when
mine the geometrical errors in integrating spheres by
working at high accuracy. These are detailed and
calculation. This is because classical integrating
discussed in section IV.
sphere theory depends on certain elegant simplifications which arise from the assumptions that a wall
B. On-Line Data System for Automatic Recording
coating is uniform over its whole surface and that it
Spectrophotometry
is also Lambertian i.e. , a uniform diffuser. Other
The bulk of the work in spectrophotometric stand- common simplifications are to assume that samples
ards and measurement se rvices for outside organisa- are small enough to have a negligible effect on the
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TABLE 1.

Modes of meas urement available for automatic recording spectrophotometry at NPL

Measureme nt with monochromatic irrad iation and
broad-band coll ection
(geo metry in bra ckets)

Source-Detector combination
Deu terium
PMT

Direct Transmittan ce T(Oo/OO)
Diffu se Transmittance T(oo/ d)
Total Transmittance T(oo/t)
Direct Refl ectance p (8°/8°)
Diffu se Re fl ectan ce p(oo/ d)
Total Reflectance p(8°/ t)
Radiance Factor ,8(0°/45°)

Tun gs ten
PM'f

Tungsten
PbS

1

I

1*

It
It

It

0
0

It
It

It
I

1*

It
It

0
0
0

Mea surement with broadband irradiat ion and
monoc hromatic co llection
(geometry in brackets)
Direct Transmittance T(Oo/OO)
Diffuse Transmittance T( d/OO)
Total Transmittance T(t /OO)
Direct Reflectance p(8°/ 8°)
Diffuse Radian ce Factor f3(d/OO)
Total Radiance Factor f3 (t/8°)

Source-Detector combination
Deuterium
PMT
0

Tungsten Tun gsten
PMT
PbS
I

1
I
0

t Alternative version available with NPL Large Sphere Attachment.

* Available

with Cary 14R instrument only.

mean sphere wall reflectance, that the other portholes
are small enough to have a negligible influence on the
spatial sampling of the flux collected from the sample
and not to interfere with the interreflections needed
for compl ete integration, and tha t the necessary
scre~n s are coated so as to be perfect reflecting diffusers i e_, with no absorption_ The errors from these
last three assumptions can be allowed for by theoretical
analysis, but onl y by making use of the first two
assumptions about the wall coating: in any case no
analytical treatmen ts to allow for real (nonideal)
wall coatings have yet appeared_ Some work on this
problem has been going on recently at NPL by Ed_
Fulton and myself using a numerical analysis method
rathe r than an algebraic analysis approach, but results
have only so far been obtained for particular cases,
not the more intractable general cases_
Because of these theoretical difficulties in determinin g sphere errors, a p~actical approach has been

PLATE 1.

adopted_ An alternative sphere attachment for the
Cary 14 instruments has been designed and constructed, and is known as the NPL Large Sphere Attachment
[22]_ The idea is to have available for use on th e same
instrument two comparable sphere reflectance attach ments , both conforming as far as practicable with
ideal requirements and yet with geometrical designs
that differ as widely as possible_ Any differences in
measurements found with the two sphere attachments
must then be due to their own errors, and not influenced by optical faults if a ny in th e main in strument. To this end the sphere from a General Electric
recording spectrophotometer (GERS) was used and
modified, and a toroidal mirror system was used to
couple the Cary 14 optics to it. The optical confi guration of the two attachments are shown for compariso n
in Plates I and II, and apart from the size differenc<of the spheres (90 mm against 200 mm) the contrasted
features are: wall coatings, smoked MgO for Cary

Layout of the opti cal configuration of the Cary 1411 sphere attachment.
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PLATE 2.

Layout of the optical co nfiguration of the NPL Large Sphere Attachment
for a Cary 14 instrum ent.

1411 , Di stillation Products special Ba~04 paint for
GERS sphe re; optical axes, perpendic ular for Cary
1411, nearly parallel for GERS; photocell port, at top
for Cary 1411, at bottom for GERS sphere; gloss
traps, e ntrance ports for Cary 1411 , separate ports
for GERS sphere. The contrasted positions of the
photocell port are very significant, as sphere coatings
darken due to atmospheric dust and pollution in a
systematically nonuniform way in the sense that the
dirtiest portion is at the bottom and the cleanest is at
the top. Apart from this, some measurements we made
with a reflectance head on the freshly painted wall of
aim integratin g sphere show that even fresh sphere
coatings (judged visually to b e uniform) are surprisingly
nonuniform , and variations of several percent are
normal. Both the Cary 1411 and the NPL unit have the
necessary screens between the reflectance sample
ports and the photocell port, but the NPL unit also
has screens between entrance ports and the photocell
port to make it fully valid for meas urements of diffuse
or total transmittance. The complete attachment is
shown in Plate III.
The two recording spectrophotometers are interfaced in a time-sharing mode to a dedicated Micro
16P computer fitted with a core holding 16K words
of 16-bit le ngth and with a backing store facility in the
form of a drum store holding 64K words_ Two views
of the complete installation are shown in Plates IV
and V_ As this spectrophotometer data handling system
is unique and one of the most advanced yet developed,
a description is worth including. The system was
evolved from ideas provided jointly by staff of Instrumental Colour Systems Limited, Digico Limited
and NPL , and a system schematic is shown in figure 7_
The two spectrophotometers can be operated simultaneously and quite independently of each other, and
this also applies to the real-time routines and user

PLATE 3. View from above of the NPL Large Sphere Attachment
showing the toroidal mirrors used to couple the Cary 14 optics to
the GERS sphere used.
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PLATE 4. View of the NPL on-tine spectrophotometry data-system ,
showing the Cary 14 and 14R instruments. The ne ar one is filled
with the Cary 1411 small sphere attachment , and the far one is
filled with the large sample compartment with box-lid extension
for transmittance work on long samples.

PLATE 5. View of the NPL on-line spectrophotometry data-system,
showing the dedicated Micro 16P computer with 16K of core to
which the two s pectrophotometers shown in the foreground are
interfaced in a time-sharing mode for independent operation and
processing.

programs whereby the instrument outputs are subject
to digital noise filtering, normalising, referencing, dark
correction, and radiometric photometric or colorimetric calculation as the case might be_
The user programs are in a high-level language
called MATHCHAT, not unlike BASIC, and because
the interpretive compiler is present in core under
all normal conditions , the system seems very like a
public telephone-modem linked time-sharing system
based on a large processor, such as IBM's Call 360
or Honeywell-GE265. The avoidance of tedious double-

FIGURE 7.

System sche mati c for the NPL's unique on-line data
system (see text).

•

pass or triple-pass loading and co mpiling/asse mbling
procedures, such as are c urre ntly common with small
computers, is a tremendous ad vantage, as is th e
ability to instantly modify a user-program in a highlevel language_ One special feature of th e language
MATH CHAT , provided at our request, is that it allows
subscripted integer arrays in additio n to th e usual real
variables, simple or subscripted_ Thi s permits very
efficient storage in core, particularly of spectral
arrays for subseque nt processing, as well as faster
real-time operations, which can then use a hardware
multiply/divide unit which reduces the tim e for a
multiplication from about 1 ms to abo ut 10 JLS and
for a division slightly longer.
Associated with each user area in core i_ e_, eac h
"channel," are three peripherals, namely the photometric interface, the wavelength in terface, and a
ASR 33 teletype_ "Reference" beam a nd "sample "
beam photometric signals are extracted from a Cary
14 instrument at the feed to the slid e wire potentiometer on the reference side and at the output from the
multipot system on the sample sid e, so that the complete pen servo system is bypassed for the data system
thereby avoiding possible troubles with nonlinearity,
damage, dirty contact or displacement errors in the
slide wire potentiometer and lag, nonideal damping,
ill-defined temporal integration or m echanical troubles
in the pen drive system_ Signals are also extracted
from the appropriate high-speed relays in the instrument to allow corresponding high- speed relays in the
interface to provide proper synchronisation of sampling_ The sample and reference values are read
alternately each mains cycle by a digital voltmeter,
and the values transferred to the appropriate buffer
for real-time processing_
The wavelength value is also read into the same
buffer each mains cycle by an absolute wavelength
encoder coupled to the output shaft provided on the
spectrophotometer to give a resolution of 0_1 nm_ An
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absolute encoder is preferred to the incremental type
more commonly used in such systems because it
avoids troubles from the operator starting at the wrong
wavelength by mistake, problems with extraneous
pulses (perhaps from power thyristor operation in a
stabiliser in a neighbouring room) causing a gradual
lack of registration between the wavelength and the
record held in the register of an up-down counter, or
perhaps momentary malfunction in the system_ With
an absolute encoder and wavelength being read at least
once per 0.1 nm , momentary malfunction can only
influence the c urrent value, not future ones, and even
if intermittent malfunction occurred, only a very small
proportion of the data employed in the real-time
routine described below would be affected.
The most advanced feature of our data system is
the real-time procedure by which digital noise filtering
is applied to the collection and initial processing of
spectral data. Suppose that during a scan the wavelength encoder has just c hanged its indication to a
new value 0.1 nm different from the last. During the
time that it indicates the same wavelength (rounded
to 0.1 nm) the sample and reference signals are collected and summed into separate registers , and the
number of photometric values of each type is also
held, so that on the next change of indication of 0.1
nm in wavelength value the arithmetic mean. of the
reference and sample beam values can be properly
computed and their ratio taken. For ultraviolet and
visible work the commonest scan speed used (1 nm/s)
gives on average 2t reference and 2t sample beam
readings per 0.1 nm interval. This process continues
during the scan, but the arithmetically meaned photometric ratios are also multiplied by a special weighting
factor or factors, depending on whether the wavelength
value is at the time within one or more spectral
"windows" within which piece-wise fitting of low order
polynomials is required. The user can command the
system to give at any required output wavelength
11.0 the value which would be obtained by making a
least-squares fit of a cubic (or alternatively a quintic)
to (2n + 1) photometric ratios , one for each 0.1 nm
interval, where a wavelength range of this "window"
extends from (11.0 - n) to (11.0 + n) in units of 0.1 nm.
The larger the value of (2n + 1), the more effectively is noise and variance filtered out, but if (2n + 1)
becomes too large the portion of spectral profile being
investigated within the "window" will not be properly
represented by a portion of a c ubic function, hence
there is an optimum choice for (2n + 1) to suit the
type of profile being measured. The largest value for
(2n + 1) permitted is 101 and this implies a spectral
"window" of ± 5 nm about the required value. However
this "window" does not lead to anything like the
amount of degradation in the spectral profile which
would occur if a simple "running mean" were being
evaluated over the same width of "window." When
dealing with very sharp profiles the minimum value of
(2n + 1) permitted is 3 for the cubic fit, which gives
no data improvement over the initial photometric
ratio at the wavelength required, apart from that

ansmg in the first stage of data processing when a
photometric ratio of arithmetic means of reference
and sample beam readings is produced at each 0.1
nm interval. Obviously in such cases one uses a slow
scan speed to allow the simple arithmetic means to
give adequate noise reduction, and if one used a speed
of 0.05 nm/s then the means of 50 reference and 50
sample beam readings are used to give the output data
at 0.1 nm intervals.
The weighting factors used in executing the piecewise cubic fit are automatically evaluated by a special
algorithm as soon as the command choosing (2n + 1)
is made prior to a spectral run, and the essential algebraic basis is given below.
For (2n + 1) equispaced ordinates extending from
(Ao-n) to (Ao+n) in units of 0.1 nm in this case,
the photometric vallie can be written T(i) , where
i = -n 0) +n. The quadratic fitted value for T(O)
is F(O), where
1/

F(O)

=

L

Wei) - T(i)

i=- n

which is calculated during a scan. The weighting
factors W (i) are calculated beforehand , immediately
the value of n is typed in :

where
n

S2

.L

i 2 = (2n+ 1) (n+ 1) n/3

l= - n
11.

S4

.L

i 4 = S2 (3n 2 +3n-l)/5.

l =- n

It should be noted that the general algorithm given
here is that required for fitting a quadratic to any
number of equispaced ordinates: owing to the fact
that the odd-order terms in a polynomial do not influence the fitted value at the central ordinate of a
symmetrical "window" (the only value we are using),
the result of fitting a quadratic is identical to that of
fitting a cubic, and that for a quartic is identical to
that for a quintic, etc. [23]. As the algorithm becomes
more difficult to derive for successively higher order
polynomials, we obviously use the lower (even)
order case that gives the same result. We also have the
general algorithm for the piece-wise fitting of quartic
(and hence quintic) polynomials, but it is omitted for
brevity.
One particularly useful feature arising from the
flexibility of the real-time procedure is that the spectral
scan speed can be altered freely during a scan; for
instance, a much slower scanned speed can be adopted
when passing through a water absorption band in the
near infrared than for the rest of the scan, which avoids
certain well-known problems with slit or gain servos.
Not only this , but the scan can be stopped and re-
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started or even partly back-trac ked and restarted
without co rruption of th e acceptable part of the sca n
already produced.
Th e use of the bac king store to hold an assortment
of user program texts and standard data bloc ks as weJl
as an image of the system software, compiler and
math s pac kage s is a great convenience, but is quite
co nve ntional and needs no further co mm ent here.
What have proved to be the main advances in NPL's
recording spectrophotometry given by the on-line
data system? The main objective has been amply
achieved , namely a major reduction in the staff tim e
involved in all stages of standards work and calibration services for outside organisations, from makin g
the m easurements through various stages of data
reduction to the final tabulation s in our records or th e
despatch of a calibration report. Th e ease of producing
and comparing data has led to anomalous operating
condition s of the spectrophotometers being spotted
more certainly. W e have been gratified to find that
the precision and repeatability of measurem e nt has
also been significantly improved , whic h suggest s
that the slide wire poten tiometer and pen servo system
of th e Cary 14 instrum e nt imposes a major limitati on
on it s p erformance when used with a pen recorder
output in the normal way. However we have not been
deceived into imagining that the data sys tem has
necessarily redu ced the systematic errors of meas urement. Since we do not rely on commercial spectrophotometers to provide our scales of measuremen t,
this is no great worry to us.
A consid e rable numbe r of improve men ts have been
made to the Cary 14 in struments and their accessories
by NPL s taff, but it would make a long and tedious
discourse to de scribe th e m all and the majority of
them are specific to the particular in strum e nt. However one of the more minor improve ments is worth
mentioning as it can be applied to a number of other
types of spectrophotometer as well as the Cary 14.
This concerns the re placement of the RCA sidewindow photomultiplier type IP28 , used in the normal
transmittance configuration , with one of the new EMI
type 9670 tubes. We purchase these tubes specially
selected for high near-infrared response, and they can
be supplied with uniform sand-blasting of th e silica
side-window to give diffusion of light over the cathod e.
The diffusion is needed to redu ce effe cts due to any
displacement of the beam by the presence of the
sample, and such sand-blasting is present in the
spedal IP28 tube supplied with the in strument.
The great difference lies in the relative spectral
responsivity of the S- 1O type cathode as compared
with the S-5 response of th e normal or selected
IP28 tube , see figure 8. Th e limitations imposed by
cathode responsivity only make their presence felt
towards the ends of the spectral range that can be
covered, and the lower quantum efficiency of the
9670 tube at wavelen gths below about 590 nm is no
practical problem. However at wavelengths above
600 nm the newer tube is clearly better, not merely
because of higher spectral responsivity (which ex-
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8. S pectral responsivity characte ri sti c for EM! 9670 tube
(S- IO cath ode), a plug·in re place ment for RCA IP28 (S- 5 cathode).
The most desirable cathode type (S-20) is not available in co mpatible side· window designs. 3

FIGURE

te nd s its ran ge by about 150 nm) but partic ularly
due to the much lower spectral gradient. P erformance
is improved in two ways: heterochrom a tic s tray light
reduction and a more gradual variation of th e sli t
servo during a scan. Heterochromatic stray light
itself is benefited in two ways in th e 600 nm to 900 nm
region : the lower spectral gradie nt would mean le ss
shorter-wave stray li ght at a given slit opening, and the
proportion of stray light for a given spectral gradie nt
decreases markedly as slit width is reduced by the
slit servo due to the higher absolute spectral res ponsivity in this region. The EMI 9670 is convenie nt as it is
a plug-in replacement for th e IP28 tube, so that no
modifications are necessary. Whil e a tube with a
S-20 response would be better still , figure 8, no
compati ble type is known to us. 3 A new com patible
type has recently been announced by RCA with considerably extended red response, the C31025 series
with Ga As or Ga In As cathodes, but I have not yet
heard any satisfactory reports on these from other
photometrists.
Another of the more minor improveme nts which is
of general application concern s the choice of tungsten
halogen lamp. Curiously in a double-beam syste m,
we found that most of the types we tried gave rather
poorer re peatability of measurement than the conventional gas-filled lamp originally supplied, and we
attributed thi s to c hanges of filament position in relation to the rathe r striated silica envelopes used, which
caused alterati ons in the light distribution at both
slit and fi eld aperture and which affected beam
balance. W e have found that an Atlas 30 V 250 W
single-coil lamp type PI/8, running at 3400 K on full
rating, has a partic ularly good quality envelope and
gives both stable and efficient operation. The single
coil filament allows one to tilt it to get maximum
filling of the entrance slit using the Moire effect,
:.I Subsequent to the Co nfere nce EM! hav e announced a compatible tube type 9785 with
5 - 20 cathode.
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and about 50 percent more throughput can be obtained
than with the 120 V 650 W tungsten halogen source
which the manufacturer can supply, while heating
problems with the monochromator are eased.

IV. Determination and Correction of
Systematic Errors
As described in section II, the spectrophotometrist
seeking after high accuracy should concern himself
much more with correction of systematic errors (and
indeed avoiding them as far as possible) than with
statistical exercises that relate to variance and random
types of error. In the subsections 4.A to 4.D that follow
some guidance is given as to how to deal with the more
important types of systematic error. As the precise
procedure depends on the details of the installation
used, any description must refer to some particular
type of configuration, and the NPL High Accuracy
Spectrophotometer has been used as the model. It
will become apparent that the procedures can easily
be applied to any other instrument working on the
same manual single-beam dc principle, but often
not at all easily to a typical commercial instrument
working on the double-beam chopped synchronous
detection principle. While manufacturers have sometimes made drastic modifications so as to produce
special versions of their instrument to investigate
errors, this does not normally lie within the power of
a user.

PLATE 6. NPL double-aperture device for unearity testing: general view of the side facing the incident radiation showing the
bevelled edges.

A. Linearity Correction, using the Double-Aperture
or Multi-Aperture Methods

At NPL the preferred method of determining linearity errors in the photoelectronic system is the DoubleAperture method, and it has continued in use in high
accuracy spectrophotometry for over 40 years. The
method tests the linearity of response of the complete
instrument system as it is set up for measurement of
a sample, whereas other methods (sec. IV. B) often
involve drastic modifications or major additions to the
system or separate investigations on parts of the
system i.e., the photocell, or amplifiers or potentiometer and the pen recorder or the digital readout, or
some combination thereof. Provided that the method
is sound, it therefore allows a single investigation of
linearity to settle the question for the complete
instrument at the time involved. The double-aperture
method is the most accurate , sound, simple and foolproof technique that we know of for testing linearity in
a manual single-beam dc-mode instrument.
Essentially, the only modification required to the
system is the introduction of a double-aperture device
into a suitable place in the optics. The advantage of
this is that no change need necessarily be made to the
system, and linearity testing can be commenced at
any time. The most recent design in use at NPL since
1967 is shown in Plates VI and VII, and this was used
as a model by R. Mavrodineanu for the one made for
his new installation at NBS. We have devices with
both square and circular aperture formats to suit differ-

PLATE 7. NPL double-aperture device for linearity testing: detail
of the side facing the detector system showing the mechanism and
use of bevelling where possible.

ent applications, and the sliding leaves are operated
independently by Bowden cables from a pair of pushpull knobs each with a detent to permit the leaf to
remain open. Leaf and knob are each spring-loaded to
ensure that if the knob is not caught in the detent the
leaf will always close fully. When closed all the edges
of the leaf adjacent to the edge of an aperture are
enclosed in closefitting slots to ensure that no light
can leak through, and this requirement explains why
a septum is used to separate the apertures. (Earlier
designs have often not had this septum). The edges of
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the apertures are bevelled on both sides where pos·
sible, and the brass used in construction of the aperture
plate and leaves is chemically blackened. This black·
ening leaves a weak specular component of reflection
but very little diffuse component, and to prevent reo
flections of light back to some preceding optical com·
ponent and thence back through one or both of the
apertures, the whole device is slightly rotated about a
vertical axis from the perpendicular orientation when
being aligned.
The double·aperture device permits the departure
from linearity of the complete instrument to be meas'
ured over any 2: 1 step within the range of the photo·
metric scale, and the procedure is first to place and
align the device in a suitable part of the optical system
(see later) and adjust the vertical position until the
readings of each aperture (the other being shut) are
approximately equal. If the readings from each aper·
ture alone are A and B, those from both together are
(A + B), and those with both shut are D, then a minimal
sequence of readings is
DAB (A + B) (A + B) BAD
and this would be called a single·volley set. This is
of course a time·symmetrical sequence to minimise
drift and variance effects, and equal numbers of obser·
vations of each type are made to give equal statistical
weight. For more accurate work, double·or·triple
volley sets of observations are made for any particular
2: 1 step. If the mean values of each type of reading
are calculated then the linearity error € is calculated
as

The method of linking the errors from each 2 : 1
step to form a series of points on a continuous error
function is illustrated in figure 9. On the NPL reference
instrument this function has always been found to be
smooth and regular, but if it were not a regular s mooth
curve this fact might be missed due to the gaps be·
tween data points, especially at the upper e nd of the
curve. Hence intermediate steps forming a second
series of steps such as 70 percent f.s. and 35 perce nt
f.s.,35 percent f.s. and 17i percent f.s., etc. should be
determined on any new or modified instrument. The
70 percent f.s. point is attached to the s mooth c urve
drawn through the normal series 100 percent f.s.,
50 percent f.s., 25 percent f.s ., etc., and the points
corresponding to 35 percent f.s., l7i percent f.s. e tc.,
are then linked to the assumed position for 70 percent
f.s. as for the normal series. If the s mooth regular c urve
assumed through the normal series of data points has
been drawn correctly to fit the true error fun ction,
then the points at 35 percent f.s., 17i percent f.s.,
etc., will also be found to lie on the curve. In general
the second series will suggest some sli ght improvement
in shape to the error function as in figure 9. A re ally
sceptical standards man would then proceed to find
a third series of value corresponding to some seri es
like 85 percent f.s., 42i percent f.s., 2It percent f.s.,
etc., and test the error function further.
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FIGURE 9.

The double·aperture method may be regarded as
completely sound if subject to the following conditions.
(1) Any additional component of reflected light
introduced by the presence of a leaf blocking one
aperture must not be allowed to pass to the detector
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by the other aperture or by any other stray li ght path.
This is met by keeping the double-aperture devices
as far from other optical components on the illuminated
side as practicable, by masking any bright parts of
these components with black flock paper and by tilting
the device slightly as mentioned before.
(2) By the same argument , there must be no alteration of reading from one aperture due to changes in
interreflected components on the detector side of the
device caused by alteration of the other aperture leaf.
This is met by keeping the double-aperture device as
far from optical components on the detector side as
possible.
(3) There must be no relative change of light distribution at the double-aperture during a volley of
observations. Apart from trying to prevent relative
movement (not always completely possible, due to the
need for adjustability and the opening and closing
forces imposed), the light distribution should be as
uniform as possible and slightly larger than the size
of the double-aperture, so that to first order any relative movement produces no variation of reading.
(4) There must be no change of light distribution
at the actual detector surface during a volley of observations, since an ideal filter inserted into the beam for
measurement will cause no such change. In the NPL
instrument the use of the integrating sphere as a
diffusing device ensures that this condition is met.
If the double-aperture device were focused onto the
photocathode, the test would not be valid since when
both apertures are open for (A + B) there would be two
separate portions of the cathode acting like two photocells in parallel, and an intrinsic nonlinearity would
not be detected if two photoelectron streams remained
reasonably separate as in many types of photomulti pli er.
(5) There must be no optical interference between
the fluxes transmitted through each aperture. According to K. G. Birch of Optical Metrology Division,
NPL this condition is met for all practical purposes in
typically dimensioned equipment when conventional
tungsten or discharge sources are used, provided that
slit widths are not reduced below 0.002 mm during the
linearity testing.
A consequence of (1) and (2) above is that at NPL
we usually change the optical system within the photometric enclosure for linearity testing to allow the
double-aperture device to be as far from other optical
components as practicable.
The freedom from optical interference effects mentioned at (5) above arises because with slit widths
commonly met with and with. conventional sources
the "coherence patch" at the double-aperture device
is not large enough to straddle the septum, which is
of order 3 mm wide. However to make doubly sure
that interference effects cannot invalidate the test,
the practice at NPL is to actually focus the doubleaperture onto the target screen- in the integrating
sphere in front of the detector. Then even if the "coherence patch" were to cover the whole doubleaperture, there would be no overlap of the fluxes from
each aperture at the screen where they receive their

first diffusion, so that no fringes could be formed there.
The region of the slit image is the only. place where
fringes could be formed, and we make sure that the
mirror or lens which images the double-aperture onto
the target screen is not in this region as such fringes
could interact with flaws, blemishes or dust particles
to give readings capriciously high or low according to
the precise relative positioning.
For systems employing temporal or spatio-temporal
chopping of the light, a further condition must be met.
(6) There must be no change in the temporal features
of the waveform reaching the detector between the
three types of reading, A, B, or (A + B), whether of
shape or phase: only a strict change of amplitude is
permitted. This cannot be met if the light distribution
of the beam alters at all during the sampling time ,
due to actual movement or due to sector-mirrors or
rocking mirrors having a non-uniform reflectance
due to poor coating, ageing, dust or pollution.
The requirement (6) arises because no ac-detector
circuit (tuned narrow-band, synchronous sine-wave,
synchronous square-wave, homodyne, heterodyne ,
or any other type) is ideal in the sense that it functions exactly as supposed, and changes of waveform
shape or phase at a given amplitude will therefore
generally cause a spurious change of output. This
condition (6) can seldom be proved to be met in commercial instruments.
1 ~2%
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10. Linearity correction function of the NPL High Accuracy
Spectrophotometer, showing corrections found for the range of
EHT voltages, load resistors and wavelengths covered in one
particular investigation. It happens that in this case the correction
function is not sensitive to changes of operating conditions over
a certain range of values, and a common curve is representative.
The dotted curves show the probable error that would be quoted
for the accuracy of the correction.

FIGURE

The linearity correction function of the NPL High
Accuracv Spectrophotometer is shown in figure 10 'in
terms of results obtalnea before and after a particular
programme of filter standardisation. The curve drawn
for the normal sequence 50 percent f.s., 25 percent f.s.,
12t percent f.s., etc., has not been modified to suit the
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sequence 70 percent £'s., 3S percent [.s., 17t percent
f.s., etc. Results are shown for the two values of
dynode load resistor used, for different values of
photomultiplier E.H.T., and for several wavelengths.
Strictly speaking one should not assume that the cor·
rection reqllired is the same when any of these key
parameters is varied; however it can be seen that the
correction function turned out to be not significantly
different in any of the cases tested. In general, there
is usually a preferred range of output currentE.H.T. combinations where an invariant and almost
linear cha.racteristic is obtained for the photocell.
However departure from Ohm's Law behaviour of
the load resistor is often a larger source of linearity
failure than the photocell itself in well-designed
systems, so each load resistor needs a separate in·
vestigation. As it ~as been found that the linearity
correction function has remained stable over a period
of several years, no attempt has been made to find
load resistors that are more nearly ohmic in characteristic: a survey of resistors with thorough testing of
all available types and ratings of interest would
prove too costly to be justified in these circumstances.
It is not necessary to test linearity at different wavelengths unless it is thought possible that different
me chanisms might then be operative in the photodetector. Some photocells do indeed have different
characteristics in certain wavelength regions, usually
at the long wave end of their spectral response. So
when a new instrument or photocell is being tested
for linearity , several wavelengths covering the whole
range of spectral response should be used to check
this point.
The multi-aperture method , commonly employing
ten apertures, is but a variant of the double-aperture
method , and is equally sound in principle. It has been
used at NPL by lamp standards photometrists, whose
needs are not quite so exacting as s pectrophotometrists.
In fact the multi-aperture method cannot be made as
accurate as the double-aperture method with a given
number of observations on a particular aperture combination, because it is impracticable to use a time-symmetrical sequence of readings which allow the values
A, (A+B), (A+B+C), . . . (A+B+C+D+E+
F + G+ H + 1+ J) to be determined with equal and
optimum accuracy relative to each other so as to produce ten points on the error function of equal uncertainty. To get results of equivalent acc uracy, the
demands on system stability are rather greater than
with the double-aperture approach.
The double-aperture method allows the linearity
correction reqllired for any given 2: 1 step to be determined to a few parts or less in 104 , depending on the
number of volleys of readings used. The accumulation
of probable error for cascaded steps is illustrated in
figure 10.

B_ Linearity Correction, Using Other Methods
A great many approaches have been suggested
over the years to the problem of determining linearity
errors, and it is not proposed to review them critically
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in this paper as each would need a section equivalent
to the preceding one to cover relevant points thoroughly. In this section some indications will be given
as to why these other approaches are not preferred
at NPL. In essence they nearly all amount to employment of a device or equipment which varies the
irradiance at the photo detector in a predictable or
calculable manner. Methods which involve the photocell being removed and tested away from the rest of
the spectrophotometer can tell us much about the
photocell but require supplementary investigations
to be carried out on the rest of the photoelectronic
system, for example on the Ohm's Law behaviour of
the load resistors. Since even when this has been
done, assumptions have to be made as to how the
photocell might behave when in the instrument and
connected into the system circuitry, such an approach
cannot be regarded as foolproof. To give illustrations,
temperature rises, magnetic fields, earth loops or cross
modulation effects within an instrument can give rise
to real or apparent linearity departures which have
confused many an unwary investigator.
The double and multiple aperture methods are
examples of the general principle of addition of fluxes,
and the other methods which use this principle are
equally sound but are difficult to implement experimentally with sufficient rigour. The use of several
sources is clumsy as demands on the stability of the
optics and the sources are great, and the apparatus
is bulky. The device of using one source but multibeam optics avoids severe source problems but leaves
the problem of optical stability. Where beam-splitters
are used for dividing or recombining the beams, the
problems of polarisation , scatter and multiple reflections have to be faced, and where one source is used
the interference effects are more likely to be troublesome than with the multi-aperture method becaus.e
optical superposition of relate d wave fronts is more
closely achieved. Beam-splitters are in general spectrally selective, and this makes their use for linearity
testing difficult over a wide spectral range.
A pair of plane polarising devices used as polariser
and analyser offers a possibility of producing a net
transmittance varying predictably as a function of
the angle of rotation of the analyser. Most polarisers
(sheet polarisers, Brewster windows and electrooptic devices) are too poor in quality and too spectrally
selective to be taken seriously, but polarising prisms
of high quality have been used in attempts to obtain
accura~e linearity testing. The problem here is that
the predicted law is only obeyed in practice over a
limited range of optical density (absorbance) for as
the "crossed" position is approached the optical
density starts to change very rapidly making the
orientation and alignment very critical, and at densities above unity the slightest flaw, surface blemish,
or foreign particle on the intermediate surfaces causes
partial depolarisation and hence a breakdown of the
predicted law. Another problem is that the light passed
by the analyser is plane polarised and at varying
orientations, and most photodetectors are sensitive
to polarisation effects to some extent. Unfortunately
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,-It IS not possible fully to depolarise plane-polarised
light by means of a single diffusion, by reflection from
smoked or pressed magnesium oxide or from opal glass,
or by transmission through opal glass when its transmittance is of reasonable magnitude.
The inverse square law has often been used as a
means of controlling the flux incident on a photocell
in a predictable manner, but it is not good enough
for work of the highest accuracy due to the nonuniform radiation field emitted by practical sources.
If the source and detector apertures are finite, a correction to the inverse-square law has to be calculated
using configuration integrals (a. process sometimes
called calculation of the mutual exchange coefficient),
but this assumes a Lamb ertian (Cosine Law) behaviour of source emission and detector response.
Practical sources and detectors never obey Lambert's
Law closely. I myself have used pot opal glass as a
secondary source, carefully masked to give a known
aperture and with a tungsten ribbon source fo'c used
on the far side, but have not obtained good enough
obedience to Lambert's Law: the departure from
Lambert's Law is very difficult to measure by goniophotometry to sufficient accuracy to calculate an
adequate correction, and is wavelength dependent.
A "black body" source might prove acceptably
Lambertian, but its defining aperture presents severe
difficulties.
Variable apertures are another old favourite for
producing a controlled attenuation of flux, but the
method is generally unsound because of the impossibility of producing an optical beam in a spectrophotometer of uniform radiance cross-section. To overcome this the division of the aperture into numerous
small variable apertures has been tried using combs,
rotating grilles and venetian blind devices. The problem then becomes a geometrical on~ of realising the
desired construction by precision engineering, and
high accuracy cannot be achieved reliably. An alternative approach is to use fixed meshes or perforated
screens as attenuators, but they too require calibration
by some metrological procedure and this is unsound
because not only is transmitted light lost in an instrument by diffraction but also for small apertures the
effective area for transmission is less than the metrological area. This last point arises because radiant
energy is absorbed for a distance of the order of its
wavelength away from any metal edge: this effect of
physical optics is too complicated to permit of any
adequate calculations for a correction in any real
situation.
Testing for obedience to Bouguer's Law or Beer's
Law is another much used method of testing linearity,
especially among chemists. However it is fallacious,
for if these laws are verified for an instrument it only
establishes that the photoelectronic system obeys a
simple power law, not that the power (exponent) is
exactly unity. In fact some particular faults in photoelectronic systems lead to precisely this type of
nonlinearity, so that the method can be dangerously
reassuring. Apart from this, Beer's Law seems to be
exactly obeyed in remarkably few of the solutions

that have been rigorously examined. The usual form
of application involves cuvettes of varying path length
or solutions of varying concentration. A variant is the
technique suggested by Campbell in the 1930's but
resurrected by Slavin and Porro [24], of grinding and
polishing homogeneously absorbing glass to different
thicknesses and verifying whether the density (absorbance) is proportional to thickness after allowing
for reflection losses. This is equally fallacious of course.
Sector discs are an important method of accurate
attenuation, and they are spectrally nonselective, not
sensitive to polarisation and relatively easy to construct accurately and measure metrologically. If the
Talbot-Plateau Law is obeyed the transmittance is
linearly proportional to the angular opening. The
problem is whether the detector really obeys the
Talbot-Plateau Law: while many solid-state types do
not, it happens that with suitable circuitry and choice
of operating conditions vacuum photoemissive devices
obey the law very closely indeed. This has led to the
development of the technique of Time Ratio Photometry
at NPL, as described in section V.

c.

Heterochromatic Stray Light

The unqualified term "stray light" in spectrophotometry usually means heterochromatic stray light i.e.,
light transmitted by the monochromator that is outside
the required or set waveband. There are in fact other
types of stray light, referred to in the following section
IV. D. ' Heterochromatic stray light arises from thre€
main causes: general small angle and wide angle
scatter from dust, blemishes and pollution of optical
surfaces; stray reflections, especially where lenses
or prisms are used; and unwanted orders of diffraction
in grating instruments. General scatter is usually the
worst culprit, and because of this it nearly always
happens that the components of stray light become
progressively smaller as their wavelengths depart
further from the set wavelength.
The obvious approach in reducing errors is to purchase a high quality double-monochromator, and for
guidance we would rank the different types of system
in the following order for stray light: best is prismprism, then prism-grating and finally grating-grating.
However, even with such an instrument there are
circumstances when significant heterochromatic stray
light errors can arise. This is most commonly met at
the long wave limit of ultraviolet and visible instruments, where a photomultiplier is used and particularly
where a grating has been blazed for optimum performance in the awkward 280 nm to 340 nm region
where one changes from an incandescent lamp to a
hydrogen or deuterium arc. That choice of blaze has
of course been dictated by the need to increase net
response in this latter region and reduce heterochromatic stray light there, for this region is the second
most suspect, apart from the region of short wave cutoff imposed by air and silica absorption at around 185
nm. For any source-detector combination the error
is maximal where the net response is very low compared with the average over the usable range and
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where the spectral gradient of response is steep, and
this normally occurs near the limit of the usable range.
It is for this reason that we are prepared to sacrifice
peak quantum efficiency if necessary in order to obtain
a less steep spectral gradient of response at the red
end of the working range.
The general method of testing for errors is to use
selective band or cutoff filters, and is well enough
known to need no description here. It is important to
check that introduction of the selective filter has no
adverse optical effect. A convenient place to introduce
such a filter into a common-p~th part of the system in
a double-beam system is between the source and
entrance slit, but this may alter the light distribution
at both slit and field aperture and hence give a bias to
the reading other than due to its absorption properties.
It is therefore particularly important to adhere to the
strict substitution principle in making the additional
measurements. The same requirement applies equally
when matched pairs of selective filters (even if of high
quality and closely matched) are introduced into
the sample and comparison beams of double-beam
instruments.

D_ Homochromatic Stray Light
Homochromatic stray light is any light which is
present in addition to the light which has passed to
the point in question along the optical system in the
desired manner, and which is of approximately the
same spectral distribution. Thus it means in practice
all stray radiation except the heterochromatic stray
light from the monochromator or any leakage of
ambient light through chinks in the casing. (Leakage
of ambient light becomes obvious if one switches off
or covers all light sources in the room and blacks out
the windows and one can then detect an alteration of
output or of operating conditions. and this will not be
commented on further.) Homochromatic stray light
usually arises from specular or diffuse reflections,
or from diffuse components of transmitted light in the
case of transmitting elements of the system, and
consists in general of light which has departed from
its desired optical path and which somehow re-enters
the system so as to be included with the required light
being measured. There are so many mechanisms by
which this can happen, and they are so particular to
the precise optical configuration, that one cannot
discuss the various possibilities in any general way.
I will only mention therefore a few specific types of
homochromatic stray light and how we deal with them.
Interreflections, involving specular reflections from
optical surfaces or from bright metal components like
slit jaws, and lens or mirror mounts , have two effects:
if they involve the reflection from the sample itself
then they impose a direct error on the photometric
value being measured, whereas if they are independent of the sample itself they only impose an
indirect error due to the spatial or angular distributions
of illumination and collection not being quite as required. Tilting the sample usually reveals the direct
type of error, but there is one circumstance (commonly
met with in commercial instruments) where this is not

necessarily so. I refer to the practice of placing a
filter or cuvette at a slit image to minimise beam
movements at a conjugate image formed at the
detector. If an optical surface at a slit image is tilted
slightly the reflected beam is deviated to cover a slightly
different part of the aperture of the mirror or lens which
has focussed the radiation, but a slit image will still
be formed from the reflected light back at the exit
slit of the monochromator, and it will not move. As
slit jaws are bright-edged and either flat to the outside
world or bevelled (often at 45°), and as monochromators
often have plain windows there to prevent e ntry of
the atmosphere or its pollutants, it is clear that there
is usually a reflection back once more down the optical
system towards sample and detector, and this will
be focussed yet again to form an image at the specimen.
Direct errors from interreflections can also occur on
the detector side of the sample, especially if a bare
(diffuserless) end-window photomultiplier receives
light normally. In NPL standards work the sample
is therefore never placed at a slit image if this can
be avoided. The presence of both types of interreflection (i.e., involving the sample or not) can be
checked most readily by eye using a dental mirror.
Both specular and diffuse reflections often occur at
surfaces close to the beam and parallel to it, such as
inner surfaces of lens or mirror mounts or tubes, and
the cure is to add suitably shaped and dimensioned
stops in the system. Stray specular reflections may
strike the instrument casing or other parts and be
diffusely or s pecularly reflected so as to "by-pass"
the sample. This provides a further argument for a
large photometric enclosure (sample compartment).
This type of effect can cause serious errors in very
dark samples, and a routine practice is to place a
dummy (black) sample in the sample position and of
identical dimensions to the sample and then take dark
readings, and compare them with the more normal
dark readings obtained by blocking the beam prior to
entry into the photometric enclosure. The latter
reading gives the photoelectronic system component of dark error (assuming there is no leakage of
ambient light), whereas the difference in these readings gives the optical component of dark error. This
procedure is very important in total and diffuse reflectance measurements, for small angle scatter in
the sample beam optics preceding the integrating
sphere causes a halo of scattered light surrounding the
illuminating patch on the sample, both on the outer
parts of the sample and on the sphere wall. In this case
the "black" sample consists of a blackened cavity
brought up against the sample port, and the error is
usually the largest component of systematic error
found in reflectance measurements, representing a
zero offset ranging from roughly 0.1 percent in the
infrared (2 p.m) to roughly 0.5 percent in the ultraviolet (0.3 p.m) in reflectance value but depending
on the condition of the preceding optical surfaces.
For transmittance measurements an opaque dummy is
used, with a mirror or matt white surface attached in
some cases to exaggerate particular types of stray
light effect.
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Samples should always be masked so as to cover
their edges and have an opaque surround. This is to
prevent by-passing of light , especially in small specimens, for it is not uncommon for stray reflections or
small angle scatter to produce a weak flux distribution
alongside or surrounding the beam: again I emphasise
the use of the eye looking along the direction of the
beam. The reference sample (or the absence of a
sample for an "open" reading in absolute transmittance) must also have precisely the same masking
present, to prevent systematic error. However these
local masks on the sample carriage are not sufficient:
it is also necessary to have a fixed mask as close as
possible forming a locally limiting stop. This is to cover
the possibility that the sample and reference masks
do not assume the same position due to misalignment
on the carriage or faulty adjustment of the stops on the
carriage guides, or that they are not precisely the same
size and shape. The fixed mask should either be slightly
larger than the beam cross-section there, with clearance all round, or it should be smaller than the nearly
uniform "core" of the beam cross-section. This is to
obtain optimum photometric stability if one accepts
that some slight relative movement of optical components might occur.
At NPL the direct interreflection error (involving
the sample itself) is avoided by tilting the filter by an
angle of order 10 , keeping the solid angle of illumination down to half-cone values of under 10 , avoiding
forming a slight image at or near the filt er, and catc hing
the beam reflected back on to a piece of black velvet
or flock paper placed just to the side of the exit slit.
Even with such precautions , recent investigations with
highly reflecting filters have shown that great care
needs to be taken with me tal-film or thin-film filters,
and errors are likely to be appreciably greater than
with normal absorbing filters.
Phenomena which can give rise to systematic errors
in spectrophotometry are photochromism, thermochromism and fluorescen ce; but these could arguably
be regarded as defects in the sample rather than
defects in the measure ment procedure. As with testing
for heterochromatic stray light, the principles of
testing for these phenomena are well known and
largely common sense once the nature of the problem
is understood , and further comment will not be made
here.

E. Polarisation Errors

If we confine our attention to the normal isotropic
materials used in standards and calibration work,
then Fresnel's Equations tell us that for light incident
or reflected at normal incidence polarisation has no
effect on the measurement , while for angles near to
normal polarisation effects are negligible. This is
fortunate, for all monochromators produce a partial
plane polarisation that is very significant, and it means
that transmittance measurements are usually not
subject to a significant error due to polarisation
effects. For measurements of direct reflectance ,
diffuse reflectance or of radiance factor involving
inclinations above 10° from normal however, certain

precautions must always be taken as explained below.
The proportion of polarisation varies appreciably
from monochromator to monochromator, so it is never
satisfactory to quote a measurement which refers to
the particular polarisation conditions (often not known
reliably) in one particular instrument only. So we must
specify "standard" conditions: but what are these?
There are 3 obvious candidates: 100 percent s-polarised
light, 100 percent p-polarised light, or randomly
polarised light. The most generally useful value for a
photometric quantity is the one which refers to
randomly polarised light. Unfortunately randomly
polarised incident irradiances and collector/detector
systems not selective for polarisation are almost impossible to produce in instruments without sacrificing light
by the use of heavy diffusion, and one therefore measures the quantity with a plane polariser present in
either the irradiating or the collecting system or both,
depending on which of these are inclined at appreciable
angles to normal. This results in two (or sometimes
four) measurements being made. and the required
result for randomly polarised light is easily calculated
from these as ~! is the arithmetic mean of the measurements.

v.

Time Ratio Photometry

A few years ago o. C. Jones and I invented a new
technique of photometry [25, 26] aimed at equalling
or perhaps surpassing the accuracy achievable by the
dc single-beam method, which relies as we have seen
earlier on the close approximation to true linear
behaviour of certain preferred types of photoemissive
detector and on the fact that any slight non-linearity
found in such systems is very stable and therefore
accurately correctable by use of the cascaded doubleaperture method of linearity testing. Our aim was to
develop an independent scale for determining photometric ratios by which we could verify the validity
of the existing method. At the same time we wanted
the technique to be self-calibrating and not relying on
corrections determined on another occasion, and also
more suited to exploitatiop, of modern developments
in digital data techniques.

A. Talbot's Law and the Principle of Time
Ratio Photom.etry

Talbot's Law, sometimes called the Talbot-Plateau
Law, states that light fluctuating periodically above
the critical fusion frequency of vision is exactly
equivalent to steady radiation of the same average
value, and the law was of course discovered (in 1834)
in connection with the response of the human eye.
Mathematically, if F (t) is the periodically fluctuating
light and R, is the response evoked,

R{F(t)} = R {F}
where
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F= F(~dt.

In 1913 Marx and Lichtenecker found that Talbot'
Law applied also to vacuum photoemissive cells, as
far as co uld be judged with the accuracy possible at
that time. For a photocell that obeys Talbot's Law the
mean photocurrent observed with a periodically
flu ctuatin g illumination is the same as that obtained
if the incident flux is distributed uniformly throughout
the duration of the period. For this to be true in practice, the associated e.lectrical circuit must be linear
and with an appropriate overall time constant. The
linearity is necessary to prevent rectification, whereby
energy can be transferred from the oscillatory terms
to the cons tant term in the Fourier series for the
chopped waveform as a function of time. In passing I
would point out that linearity of the circuit elements
is also necessary in the cognate case of tuned or
phase sensitive detector systems, to prevent errors
due to cross modulation.
In 1929 Carruthers and Harrison working at NPL
[27], found strict obedience to Talbot's Law for a
variety of photoemissive cells, including some that
were markedlynonli"ear as judged by their steadystate behaviour. It would not be out of place to emphasise that if a sector disc, whose opening is say 10
percent of its circumference, is inserted in a beam of
light falling on a photocell obeying Talbot's Law, it
is not correct to assume "that the photocurrent falls
to 10 percent of its former value. That will only be
true if the photocell happens to have a linear characteristic as well as obeying Talbot's Law. What Talbot's
Law does say is that the photocurrent falls to the same
value that obtains if a 10 percent filter is inserted in
the beam.
To consider th e essence of the time ratio method, let
us assume that one is trying to measure the transmittance of a filter. The method is, however, readily
applicable to other types of photometric measurement.
Imagine a steady beam of light illuminating a photoe missive cell with a suitable dc-measuring circuit.
One needs a repetitive shutter, which opens and
closes fully, and whose open-to-shut time ratio can be
varied. The photocurrent obtained with the shutter
open and the filter attenuating the beam is noted,
then the filter is removed and the shutter sequence is
started. The fraction of the total time during which the
shutter is open is varied until the same photocurrent is
obtained, then some accurate timing technique is
employed to measure this time-ratio. The transmittance
of the filter is then equal to the fraction of time for
which the shutter was open, provided that the photometric detector obeys Talbot's Law. It is as simple as
that.
"
The beauty of the method is that the shutter can be
calibrated absolutely, in terms of time, in situ, and even
simultaneously with the measurement as described
later. Thus the shutter need not possess long term
stability of characteristics: an adjusted value need only
be held for a few seconds at a time.
It would be appropriate to break off for a moment to
consider what is really happening, that a vacuum
photoemissive device can adhere exactly to Talbot's
Law yet give a s lightly nonlinear response to steady

radiation. The three important fa:ctors in this are:
Firstly, the cell has an intrinsic response time of
order 10- 9 second, which is much shorter than any
chopping period that would be employed. Secondly,
the cell has an instantaneous intrinsic response that is
normally strictly linear, if it could be measured a few
J-tS after a change of illumination with some suitable
fast circuit, this instantaneous linearity not being
affected by previous illumination. Thirdly, the cell
possesses a relatively slow fatigue or drift characteristic whereby the observed photosensitivity changes
progressively under illumination.
In our technique, if the cell obeys Talbot's Law,
drift or fatigue do not affect the measurement, because
the output produced by chopped radiation must suffer
exactly the same drift or fatigue as that arising with
steady radiation of the same average value. Otherwise
the cell would not obey Talbot's Law.

B. Experimental Verification
We can now look at the experimental work carried
out at NPL to see a selection of the evidence relating
to the accuracy and the generality of Talbot's Law
obedience in actual specimens of photoemissive detectors. The finer details of experi"mental technique
and methodology will be omitted for brevity in this
description of the work. Figure 11 shows the optical
and electronic arrangement used in the initial studies.
Later work has used modified systems of the same
general kind. The variable shutter chops a slit image
to provide a full on-off modulation with a fast rise time
of a few microseconds, and for all our accurate fundamental work we have used a variety of sector discs.
We have favoured mechanical or electro-mechanical
shutters throughout, for such devices really do provi~e
complete and stable mod\.!lation irrespective of wavelength , polarisation or angle of inciden'ce.
A fraction of the light passed by the shutter is received via a beam-splitter at a supplementary gating
photocell, which was a spare photomultiplier of no
great quality. This had the function of simply opening
and closing electronic gates rapidly to permit pulses
from a stable 100 KHz oscillator to pass to counters
as appropriate. Most of the light in the beam reached
photodetector A, which in these first experiments was
connected to one of several types of dc-electrometer
current-amplifier via adjustable smoothing filters, the
dc-null-balance technique being employed. The electroll1P-ter null-balance system shown in figure 4 was
used for much of the work on photomultipliers. In some
of the later experiments, a digital voltmeter was used
to indicate directly the residual difference between
the signal and a backing-off voltage: the backing-off
technique proved very helpful in respect of the compromise needed between smoothing and slewing rate.
We have emphasised small transmission factors of
order 1 percent in most of the work, due to the fact that
the differences in waveform and instantaneous values
between the test and comparison fluxes are then most
pronounced, and impose the most difficult sampling
conditions. Work on a vacuum photo-diode was carried
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11.

Optical and electronic system schematic for experiments on Time Ratio Photometry.

out by O. C. Jones and assistants, while work on
photomultipliers was carried out by myself and
assistants.
If Talbot's Law applies to some particular experimental configuration, then it follows that variation of
flash frequency at constant mark to space ratio should
have no effect on the output unless the frequency
becomes so low that a sufficiently smoothed and
readable output becomes impossible. The test is a
necessary but not sufficient condition for Talbot's Law
obedience. It was found that a simple vacuum photodiode, with capacitive smoothing of the anode circuit
gives no significant change of reading as frequency is
dropped to 2 Hz. With photomultipliers, it was found
that discrepancies of up to a few percent of the value
were obtained for a 1 percent sector if there was
inadequate capacitance loading of either the anode
or the last four dynodes. The reason for discrepancies
with inadequate capacitance in the anode circuit
is clear enough: with a reading of say 1 V dc, a 1 percent sector can give pulsed reduction of up to 100 V
on the final collecting potential difference, leading
to synchronised collapse of collection efficiency. The
reason for Talbot's Law failure when the dynodes
are not heavily loaded with capacitance is rather more
interesting. For anyone stage of a venetian-blind type
of photomultiplier, there is a 0.7 power law relating
stage-gain to applied volts. Since most of the output
current is drawn from the last dynode, and most of
the penultimate output current is drawn from the
penultimate dynode, and so on, it is clear that there
must be some voltage pulsing of the dynodes, which
are usually fed from a chain of resistors. The voltage
pulsing of the dynodes produces cross-modulation of
the powers in the various terms of the Fourier series
representing the square wave light modulation, and in
this particular case some spurious rectification. By
analogy with the old term "anode-bend demodulation,"
we can call this effect "dynode-bend demodulation."
Our dynode resistors are made as low in value as
practicable, namely lOOK, and we found that with
25/-tF per stage (giving 2t s time constant) we could
eliminate the effect of dynode-bend demodulation.
In fact recent measurements show no significant

change for frequencies reduced to as low as 0.5 Hz,
provided that the currents are kept down to the range
where Talbot's Law is known to hold at frequencies
above, say, 20 Hz. In fact with a 0.4 percent sector
and peak anode currents of up to 4 X 10- 4 A (far above
the limit for linear behaviour under dc-conditions) no
change was detectable to within ±2 in 10000 of the
reading for 1 Hz, or ±5 in 10000 for 0.5 Hz. Larger
output currents give progressively larger departures
from Talbot's Law for a given gain or for a given flux.
For a given output current, increasing the incident flux
and reducing the gain to compensate will produce an
increase in Talbot's Law error.
The most fundamental test for Talbot's Law obedience is to measure a sector transmittance by ratio of
photo-currents, to correct for nonlinearities and compare the result with the true value. But what is the
true value? This may be given by the time ratio
technique:
T(o)
T(t) ,

T(o)
or =----=-,---,T(o) + T(e)

or

T(t) - T(c)
T(t)

where T(o) is the total of "open" times, T(c) is the
total of "closed" times, and T(t) is the total elapsed
time during a counting period. However these ratios
are only valid if T(t) is either an exact number of
chopping periods or else so large that the error due to
the usual residual incomplete period is negligible.
Further, the gating circuits must trigger at exactly
50 percent up the leading and trailing edges of the
chopped waveform. These three versions of the sector
transmission seldom agreed exactly, of course, and
these divergences indicated our probable error.
Some results on this are shown in table 2. The
linearity correction for the vacuum photo-diode and
its circuit was negligible, whereas that for the photomultiplier and its circuit was finite. The linearity
corrections were obtained from supplementary
measurements by successive application of the
double-aperture technique of absolute lmeanty correction. As explained in section IV. A this linearity
correction allows properly for nonohmic behaviours
of the load resistor as well as for true linearity de-
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TABLE 2_
METHOD OF
MEASUREMENT
~ngl< St~.

Tests of Talbot's Law
Ofo

Transmission

5«tor A

Sector B

A r;. 0/0

C.II

Ratio of

1· 473

3' 12/>
<0'001
for spuds

Photocurr~nts

Time - Ratio

Only photomultipliers gave adequate data here, and
in fact all the later work was done with photomultipliers. We measured the transmittance of the filter
by direct ratio of photocurrents, and then corrected
for linearity departure, giving the most accurate
answer possible by conventional means. We then
measured the transmittance of the sector then available that was closest in value to the filter, by the
time ratio method, and followed this up by determining
the transmittance of the filter relative to the sector
by ratio of photocurrents. Ideally this last would have
given a value close to unity had we had a closely
matched sector-filter pair. As it was, the value of 0.806
required only a minimal linearity correction. The
product of these last two -measurements gives th e
transmittance of the filter by a simple form of time
ratio photometry, and it will be seen that the residual
discrepancy of 2 parts in 100 000 in "open" reading
is not significant.

Effect of sp•• d
chang. from 30f/.

1·474

down to

3' 129

2 f/s
from

Comput~d

dimensions

1·477

3· 127

(uniform motor

sp«d)

Phatomulti~li<r

Ratio of

1' 470

Photocurrents
Corrected
(for non-liMority)

1·473

<0·003
for speeds
down to

10 f/s
Time - Ratio

1·475

C. Generality of Talbot's Law With Various Operating

parture of the photocell. A further estimate of the
sector's transmission is given by metrology, difficulties
arising here from uncertainties of the position of
the true centres of rotation of these demountable
sectors. The sectors were directly mounted on the
shaft of a large dc compound-wound motor, and there
was only inertial smoothing of any commutator pulsing.
The data shown here indicate Talbot's Law obedience
to within two or three parts in 100·000 of the
"open" reading, and the discrepancies are of doubtful
significance.
We now proceeded to apply time ratio photometry to
measurement of a rather neutral absorbing glass filter
of transmittance about 1 percent, and results are
shown in table 3. To obtain reliable data a narrowband green filter combination was used, so as to
mlmmise effects due to nonneutrality of the test
filter and changes in colour temperature of the lamp.
TABLE 3_

Comparison of time ratio method with conventional
photometry

METHOD

OF MEASUREMENT

RESULT

(a) Transmission factor of filter
measured directly by ratio of
photocurrents in d.c. photometry

1185~0

!

(b) The same, corrected for linearity
departure

1-187%

:!:: 0'002%

Conditions in a Photomultiplier

A consequence of Talbot's Law is the invariance of
the measured ratio of the transmittance of a sector dis c
to that of a filter. We later made up a specia l multicomponent filter to match a certain 1 percent sector
rather closely under conditions where Talbot's Law
was known to hold, that is at low illuminations and low
output currents. Table 4 shows results obtained when
the flux and ca thode c urrent were fixed, and the gain
and output current was varied over a wide range. The
values S/F give the readings obtained with the 1 percent sector relative to the readings on the filter. Clearly,
increasing the output current above a certain threshold
level introduces progressively greater departures
from Talbot's Law. Measurements of lin eari ty errors
under steady flux co nditions showed not on ly no
correlation in magnitude but these were of opposite
sense. The Talbot's Law errors indicate some instantaneous saturation at the peak current leve ls, whereas
the linearity checks show over-additivity due to dynode
heating. When output current is held constant, it is
found that as the flux is increased and the gai n decreased to compensate, progressively larger errors
arise. The results are general for all tubes tested

0-001 0 /0

TABLE 4 .
TALBOT'S LAW ERRORS, €',
VARIOUS ANODE CURRENTS

FOR

la (mean)

Gain
(c) Transmission factor of sector by
timing

1'475%

.:!:

2-6

0'001%

X

103

2-6x 104

(d) Transmission of filter relative to
sector, by ratio of photocurrent

0'806

(~) Transmission of filter deduced

from (c) and (d) i.e . by the
time - rotio method

1'189%

-+

0·001

:!::0'002 0/0

1-9

X

10 (peak)
10-/>

0'984

0·0

0·00

-5
1·9x 10

0-984

0'0

0-00

-6

0-972

-I 2

0·00

1-9x 10

X

2-6

X

10 5

1-9

X

10

-4
1·9x 10

2'6

X

10 6

1·9

X

-5
10

-3
1·9x 10

0'869

-II ' 7

+0·62

X

-4
10

-2
1-9x 10

0-550

-44,1

+3-3

2'6

X

107

1·9

Fixed cathode current=7x IOI2A . Sector of 1'0%
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D. I in. (st) %

€' %

-7

10- 8

1·9

S/F

Tube NO.6622

which were of the EMI 9558 type. P eak currents of
up to about 2 X 10- 5 A produce no signifi can t error, if
the gain is adequate.
The intercomparison of fatigue-curves of photo·
multipliers with equivalent c hop ped and steady fluxes
provided an inde pendent and convin cin g c hec k on
these fac ts. Such curv es sho uld be iden ti cal for devices that obey Talbot's Law , and this was indeed
found to be the case.
Yet another consequence of Talbot's Law is that if
a linearity test is made on equivale nt steady and
chopped radiation levels, the same result s hould be
obtained. This powerful technique of measurin g the
differe nce between c hopped and steady radiation
linearity errors has also been ap plied to a number of
photomultipliers using the sound double·aperture
me thod , and once again it has been found that up to
a certain threshold value of out put c urrent, no error
occurs; above that level progressively in c reasin g
failures of Talbot's Law occur in the sense of "instantaneous saturation" of pea k c urrents above
about 2 X 10-5 A , confirm in g re sults mentioned
earlier. This technique was also applied to investigatin g what happens as we vary the mark-to·space
ratio or sec tor opening. T a ble 5 s hows results from
only 3 sectors out of a whole set with progressively
varied tran s mittan ces that were used. This s hows a
very importa nt res ult : it is not the mean value of c urr e nt that de term ines the threshold for Talbot's Law
failure: it is the peak current. This means tha t the
presence of a specim e n in a time-ratio spectrophotometer does not alter the optimum operating condi·
tion s, for the optimum operating condition s involve
usin g c urrents slightly below the critical threshold
for T albot's Law failure.
T ABLE

TALBOT'S LAW

Ia (mean )

0 .40 %

9 ·3 x 10

-8

Ia

I 2 ·3 x 10-5
-5

°

2 ·0x 10

7S ·04 %

-5
1·7 x 10

2 ·3 x 10

-6

0 . 40 %

I ·Ox 10

3 . 20 %

8 · 1 x 10

-6

1· 9x 10

Tube No. 5564

Three ways of applying Time Ratio Photome try to a
double-bea m automatic spectrophotometer will be
briefl y desc ribed below. There are in fact many other
ways of using the principle. Figure 12 shows a sys te m
which uses fix ed gatin g intervals from time r 28 a nd

~

I
T

~
I
I

~.?
I

5.

(peak)

-7
6 ·4 x 10

75 · 04'70

D. Modes of Application

ERRORS, E:, FOR VARIOUS SECTORS

Sector T

3 · 20 /0

percent tran s mittance. Secondly, O. C. Jones des igned
a super-qu ality 0.4 perce nt sector whic h allowed
me trology to 2 parts in a million. I measured this by
ratio of photo-c urre nts, corrected for lin earity and
produced a value that agreed to 1 part in a million of
open reading, e ve n though my probable error was 3
parts in a million of open read in g.

-4

-5

- 4

2 ·5 x 10

-4

2 · 5 x 10

-4

2 ·5 x 10

t.lin.(c h) t.lin.(st) E: x 10 4
(x 10-4 ) (x 10-4)

±3

-10

-4

-6

- Y2

-I~

+1 :!:.3

40

40

0
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12. Sche mati c of one possible mode of application of Time
Rati o Photometry to a double -beam spec trophotomete r (see
text).
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±8

-40
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-39

-15~

14~

-30 :!:7

477

542

-65 :!:. 9

Net gain = 2 x 105

I would like to mention two facts whic h reinforce
our claims as to knowing the absolute uncertainties.
Firstly, T . Quinn has used ou r time ratio techniques
to de termine the transmittance of certain sectors used
in establi shin g the temperature scale at NPL and found
co nsistency over long periods and with altf'fnative
timing and optical equipment to 1 or 2 parts in a million
of the open reading, for sectors of 10 percent and 1

gates 32 durin g whi c h the null detector 18 looks at
fixed amplitude, fixed duration pulses delivered by
s hutters 30 and 31. Durin g the test phase pulses at
fixed frequency are triggered by oscillator 34, and are
attenuated by the specime n 42 to be equivalent to
unattenuated pulses of lower freque ncy triggered by
variable oscillator 35 , which is controlled by the offbalance signal from null detector 18. A ratio of frequencies from counters 36 , 44 ener gise d by supplementary photocell 38 gives the tran smittan ce.
Figure 13 shows a syst em in whic h a high frequency
shutter 130 modulates a co mmon portion of the optical
train. A timer 128 controls the bea m- switchin g and
allows a fixed tes t phase interval. A shutter 131 allows
the reference phase duration to be reduced so that the
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Sche mati c of another poss ible mode of application of
Time Ratio Photometry to a double·beam spectrophotomete r
(see text) .

FI GU RE 14.

design. What is ce rtain is that Time Ratio Spectrophotometry is ideall y suited to on-line data sys te ms
with dedicated co mputers, sin ce the technique is
inherently digital.

13. Sche matic of anot her poss ible mod e of application of
Time Ratio Photometry to a doubl e·beam spectrophotometer
(see text).

FIGURE

refere nce flux is equivale nt to the fixed duration but
amplitude-attenuated test phase. A supplemen tary
de tector and tw o counters 136 and 144 allow the hi gh
freque ncy pulses from shutter 130 to be used to tim e
the open durations that give a bal a nce from null
de tector 118, with a nd without specimen 142 in place.
Figure 14 sh ows a system in which the gating
intervals from tim er 228 are fixed for test and reference
phases. An inte rm ediate-frequency variable mark·tospace shutter 2 16, such as a variable sector , is controlled by the off-balan ce signal from null detector
218 to achieve equivale nce with the unc hopped but
attenuated flux passed by specim e n 242. Timing is
achieved by means of a supplementary de tector ,
fixed frequency oscillator 248, gate 246 and counters as
before.
Owing to the staff shortage in this field at NPL
during the past few years, these ideas above have not
been implemented in the sense that no Time Ratio
Spectrophotometer for practical use has bee n built.
The fundamental research described in sections V. A
to V. C above was only performed on installations that
co uld be desc ribed at best as a bridged (filter) spectrophotometers. It re mai ns for a n in strum ent manufacturer to judge when the market would be ready for
an automatic recording in strum e nt that could achieve
the accuracy whi ch only a few of the world 's stand·
ardi sing laboratories c a n at present ac hieve in a staffintensive way with manual in strum ents of th eir own

VI. Material Standards for
Spectrophotometry
A . Direct Transmittance

Absorbing glass filte rs form the most satisfactory
transmittance standards in general, but they have
their limitations, espe cially in respec t of the spectral
range available. It is desirable to separate out th e
effects of nonlinearity, he teroc hromatic stray light ,
wavelength calibration and wave band e rrors for diagnostic reasons, and thi s means that a neutral portion
of th e spectral profile must be used for holding or
tes ting the photometdc value . There are two classes
of glass suitable for thi s : very ne utral glasses such as
Chan ce ON28 , ON29 , ON30 or ON31 or Schott NG3,
NG4, NGS, NGll, or pseudo-neutral glasses such as
Chan ce ONlO, ONllA, O N3 1A or ON32A which
have seve ral broad s mooth maxima and minima at
different le vels but are not selective enough to impose
serious risk of he terochromati c stray light errors if
measure ments are made at the maxima or minima.
These latte r have the advantage that a single filter
gives calibrations at several densities. Both classes
of filter are used at NPL, and optical tolerances used
in fabrication are that the flatness of the surface
must be be tter than 1 fringe per cm and the parallelism
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must be better than 15 s of arc. Such filters require
several years to stabilise in transmittance because
the surface reflection loss reduces progressively from
the initial value (given roughly by Fresnel's Equations) due to the effect of the atmosphere and even
modest cleaning procedures in leaching out metal
oxide components from the surface of the complex
glass, which lowers its superficial refractive index.
Because absorbing glasses cannot be used in the
ultraviolet region satisfactorily, thin-film metal coat·
ings on a good quality silica substrate are also used.
These can be made very neutral, but it is difficult to
avoid pin-holes or nonuniformity in manufacture, so
a large illuminated patch must be used in measurement
in order to obtain a representative result. They also
require special care in measurement because of the
high reflectance, and this is no trivial problem.
At NPL we prefer large material standards to small
ones, so that a large enough illuminated area can be
employed to ensure that blemishes or nonuniformities
do not unduly affect the results, which can then be
held to be representative of the sample. This provides
a further reason for avoiding a slit image in the vicinity
of the sample (see also sec. IV. D). The accuracy with
which the dimensions and position of the illuminated
patch on the sample need to be specified is obviously
less critical with a large patch than with a slit image.
At NPL the preferred si~e of sample is 50 mm x 50 mm,
and the preferred patch size is _ab.out~ !JIm x 10 mm.
These dimensions give one considerable freedom in
the optical configuration and so help with the problems
of preventing homochromatic stray light.
Standard solutions, such as acid potassium dichromate, alkaline potassium chromate or potassium
nitrate, are not used for holding our photometric
scale in the ultraviolet or visible regions because of
the additional uncertainties which are introduced in
the preparation and handling of solutions. Interlaboratory comparisons have always shown greater
discrepancies between measurements on solutions
than on solid filters [6, 28, 29]. It should also be
pointed out that the determination of the optical path
length of a cuvette is a far from trivial problem in
metrology, due to the presence of the outer pair of
faces in addition to the inner pair being measured. It
is possible to measure a 10 mm cuvette to an un·
certainty of ± 0.002 mm, so that if a nominal density
of 1 were being measured the uncertainty due to
calibration error in the path length would be ± 0.0002.
The method used at NPL to achieve this involves
the use of a laser for alignment and a mercury source
with interference microscope and standardised precision micrometer for measurement.

B. Direct Reflectance
Material standards of direct reflectance are very
useful in allowing calibration by substitution with a
fixed optical system, and a particularly stable type is
kept at NPL. This was developed by myself some years
ago and consists of a piece of Spectrosil grade fused
silica which has had both surfaces ground and polished

flat but wedged at an angle of 7° to each other. The
front surface forms the standard of reflectance
(roughly 3t% in value) so that the reflection from the
back surface has to be eliminated as otherwise it
would give a second and displaced reflection as well
as uncertainties due to interreflections. This elimination is done in two ways: its angle of reflection is 14°
away from the required front surface reflection so that
it can be excluded from the viewing system almost
completely, and its magnitude is reduced to about
0.01 percent reflectance by means of a special coating
applied to the back face. The performance of this
coating is shown in figure 15, and the diffuse component of reflectance is even lower than the direct
component. This means that with a near-flawless front
surface, the standard has a negligible diffuse component of reflectance.
Studies of the polished surfaces of various glass
types at NPL have shown that only pure silica is
unaffected by the atmosphere and mild cleaning
procedures. Our own spectrophotometric measurements show that the direct reflectance of these silica
standards has not apparently altered over a period
of years by an experimentally significant amount
i.e., about ± 0.01 percent.
C. Diffuse Reflectance and Radiance Factor

A very extensive program of work has been going
on for several years at NPL on these topics, and
only an indication of this work can be given here. The
process of determining the absolute scales of reflectance and radiance factor is fraught with difficulty,
and has not yet reached a satisfactory conclu!j.ion.
Claimed uncertainty levels of ±0.5 percent quoted
recently by several laboratories seem a little dubious
in view of the discrepancies between them which
extend over a range of more than 1 percent. The earlier
determinations of Preston at NPL [30, 31] have not
yet been surpassed for absence of systematic error
by other laboratories, and the current investigation at
NPL is far from complete. The primary standard is the
perfect reflecting diffuser by definition, a theoretical
abstraction. Secondary standards are pressings of
analytical magnesium oxide or barium sulphate, which
have replaced smoked magnesium oxide as being more
reproducible. In fact a reproducibility of ±0.1 percent in reflectance can be obtained with pressings,
compared with up to ±l percent for the smoked
preparation, and these pressings form our interim
scale pending a satisfactorily accurate absolute scale.
In the visible region the radiance factor for pres sings
of analytical grades for both barium sulphate and
magnesium oxide is about 100 percent while the
reflectance is about 98t percent.
Practical working standards in the form of ceramic
materials are used in two forms. One of these is a
special photometric opal glass MS-14 (replaced
later by MS-20) which is only obtainable from
U.S.S.R. This material is exceptionally white and
neutral in the visible and near ultraviolet region, and
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polishes well. It forms a n excellen t refe re nce white
standard for a reflection spectrophotome ter, but of
co urse need s calibrating against a secondary sta ndard_
The other form of workin g standa rd used co nsist s
of sets of Ceramic Colour Standards. These were
developed jointly by the Britis h cera mi cs indu s try
(especially Briti sh Ceramic Research Association)
and NPL to provide durable , stable and uniform
working standards in various no nwhite colours. They
were de veloped mainl y to provide a conve ni e nt mean s
of testing the consistency of operati on and accuracy
of industrial colorim eters and spectrophoto meters.
Each set has a li ght grey of about 65 perce nt re fl ec tance, a medium grey of about 30 pe rce nt re fl ectance
and a dark grey of about 10 percent reflectance, these
being used for testing linearity. In addition there are
nine s pectrally selective s tandards which are useful
for testing wavelength calibration , wav e band and
stray light errors. The ultraviolet , visible and infrare d
diffuse reflectance profiles are shown in fi gures 16 to
20_ Ceramic Colour Standards are more fully de scribed in [32, 33, 34].
A thousand standards were manufac tured by an
automatic continuous process in a single batc h for
each colour type to give a statistically homogeneous
population , and from th ese some sixty sets were
purc hased by NPL for its s tandardisation services.
The remainder a re available in uncalibrated form , and
over half the s toc k has now bee n sold_ The un calibrate d sets are very useful for tran sfe rring to them
the calibration of an NPL-standardised set, espe-

ciaUy in the case of a large co mpa ny with several
manufac turin g plants a t differe nt sites: as the go niophotom e tri c and s pectrophotometric c haracteri sti cs
are close ly similar, such a tran sfer is a purely differe ntial measure me nt a nd can safely be done with a
co mm e rcial in strum ent without sys te matic errors
arising. NPL-standardised Ceramic Colour S tandard s
are in use all over the world i.e_, in Great Britain,
The Netherlands, Norway, Germany, Italy , Switzerland , Hungary, U.S .S.R. , Australia, Panama, Canada
and, of co urse, the United States of America.
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